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Associate Professor Xi Wang
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Systems software interfaces with hardware, multiplexes resources,
and provides common abstractions for modern applications to build
on. The correctness and reliability of these systems are critical for the
applications and users that depend on them. While formal verification of systems software can be effective at eliminating bugs, it is a
non-trivial task, requiring developers to write many lines of proof
code for every line of implementation code. This is a considerable
engineering effort that requires a high degree of expertise to achieve.
This dissertation explores a new approach to designing, specifying,
implementing, and verifying systems software in a push-button fashion. By co-designing systems software with automation, we argue it is
possible to build correct and reliable systems with substantially less
effort. We developed four systems to demonstrate the effectiveness
of this approach, using the Z3 satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)
solver. First, we developed Yggdrasil, a toolkit for writing file systems. Yggdrasil uses push-button verification with a new definition
of file system correctness called crash refinement. Crash refinement is
amenable to fully automated reasoning, and it enables developers to
implement file systems in a modular way for verification. Second,
we developed an OS kernel named Hyperkernel, which has a high
degree of proof automation and low proof burden. Hyperkernel introduces three key ideas to achieve proof automation: it finitizes the
kernel interface to avoid unbounded loops or recursion; it separates
kernel and user address spaces to simplify reasoning about virtual
memory; and it performs verification at the LLVM intermediate representation level to avoid modeling complicated C semantics. Third,
we developed Nickel, a framework that helps developers design and
verify information flow control systems by systematically eliminating
covert channels inherent in the interface. Nickel provides a formulation of noninterference amenable to automated verification, allowing
developers to specify an intended policy of permitted information
flows. Fourth, we present Ratatoskr, showing the feasibility of applying push-button verification to distributed protocols. Together, these
contributions demonstrate the effectiveness of treating automation as
a first-class design principle, letting developers build verified systems
software with substantially less effort.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Systems software provides the base layer of abstraction for user applications: a critical foundation for modern software. For example, applications depend on the operating system to both safely mediate access to hardware and correctly multiplex resources among mutually
distrustful parties. Similarly, applications depend on the file system
to persist data in the face of non-deterministic crashes or power failures. Consequently, bugs in systems software can have catastrophic
consequences, ranging from unexpected behavior in applications to
serious data losses or even allowing a malicious actor to compromise
the entire system [22, 25, 29, 30, 100, 120, 124, 136, 160, 162, 173].
Formal verification provides a systematic approach to building correct and reliable systems. Previous research has applied it to building
system software and shown it to be a powerful tool [5, 23, 55, 61, 62,
78, 79, 141, 159]. By constructing a trusted specification [79, 159] that
describes the intended behavior of a system along with a machinecheckable proof that the implementation behaves according to that
specification, entire classes of bugs can be ruled out. Commonly, the
specification is much simpler than the implementation and written in
a high-level language without low-level implementation details. As
such, it is easier to read and audit for correctness. Assuming the specification is free of bugs, this verification approach assures that the
verified system is correct with a high degree of confidence.
Applying formal verification, however, comes with a non-trivial
cost. A common approach to verifying systems software is to ask the
developer to provide a proof of correctness using an interactive theorem prover such as Coq [149] or Isabelle [118]. This often presents
an enormous engineering challenge, requiring developers to spend
a considerable amount of time writing proofs and annotations. For
example, the functional correctness proof of the verified seL4 kernel
took roughly 11 person-years to verify 10,000 lines of C code [78].
Another approach to building verified systems software uses autoactive verifiers [94] such as Dafny [93]. These require developers to
write proof annotations that include pre- and postconditions, loop invariants, and frame annotations to guide the verifier. Although autoactive verifiers can reduce the proof burden compared to interactive
theorem provers, they still require a substantial effort. Hawblitzel et
al. reported writing between seven and eight lines of proof code for
every line of code for the IronFleet implementation of Paxos [62] and
achieved a proof-to-implementation ratio of 4.8:1 in the verified Ironclad Apps [61].
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This dissertation explores a push-button approach to designing,
specifying, implementing, and verifying systems: our goal is to substantially reduce the manual proof burden required to verify systems
software. Not all system designs lend themselves equally to verification in terms of verification complexity, techniques, or tools necessary
to certify correctness. In contrast to interactive or auto-active verification, push-button methodology shifts the burden of manual proofs
and annotations to the design phase, which has to satisfy three key
requirements. First, to make automated reasoning possible, the specification must be expressible in first-order logic. Second, the system
must have a finite interface: an interface that can be implemented without the use of unbounded loops or recursion. These two requirements
enable the use of symbolic execution to automatically translate the implementation into constraints, which are passed to a solver to check
against the specification. Even then, a large and complicated set of
constraints is likely to overwhelm the solver, leading to verification
timeouts. So finally, to scale verification to complete systems, it is
important to decompose the implementation into smaller units for
modular verification.
By treating proof automation as a first-class design goal during
each step of interface design, specification, and implementation, we
can trade off generality in favor of a high degree of automation. A key
insight at the core of this thesis is that the co-design of systems with
automated verification in this way makes it both possible and practical
to design, specify, implement, and verify systems software in a push-button
fashion.
To demonstrate this, we developed techniques to scale verification
to complete systems–including file systems, operating system kernels,
and information flow control systems–using the state-of-the-art satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver, Z3 [109].
1.1

yggdrasil

Chapter 3 presents Yggdrasil, a toolkit that helps developers write file
systems and formally verify their correctness in a push-button fashion.
Yggdrasil asks developers for three inputs: a specification of the expected behavior, an implementation, and consistency invariants that
indicate whether a file system image is in a consistent state. It then
performs verification to check if the implementation meets the specification. If there is a bug, Yggdrasil produces a counterexample to
help identify and fix the cause. If the verification passes, Yggdrasil
produces an executable file system. It requires no manual annotations
or proofs about the implementation code.
Yggdrasil scales up automated reasoning for verifying file systems
with the idea of crash refinement, a new definition of file system correctness. Crash refinement captures the notion that even in the pres-
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ence of non-determinism, such as system crashes and reordering of
writes, any disk state produced by a correct implementation must
also be producible by the specification (see Section 3.2 for a formal
definition). Yggdrasil formulates file system verification as an SMT
problem and invokes a state-of-the-art SMT solver to fully automate
the proof process.
We used Yggdrasil to implement and verify Yxv6+sync, a journaling file system that resembles xv6 [32] and FSCQ [23], and Yxv6+group_commit,
an optimized variant with relaxed crash consistency [18, 122].
1.2

hyperkernel

Chapter 4 describes Hyperkernel, an approach to designing, implementing, and formally verifying the functional correctness of an OS
kernel with a high degree of proof automation and low proof burden.
We base the design of Hyperkernel’s interface on xv6, a Unix-like
teaching operating system.
A key challenge in verifying Hyperkernel is interface design, which
needs to strike a balance between usability and proof automation. On
one hand, the kernel maintains a rich set of data structures and invariants to manage processes, virtual memory, and devices, among
other resources. As a result, the Hyperkernel interface needs to support specification and verification of high-level properties (e.g., process isolation) that provide a basis for reasoning about the correctness
of user applications. On the other hand, this interface must be implementable in a way that enables fully automated verification of such
properties with an SMT solver.
Hyperkernel introduces three key ideas to achieve proof automation: it finitizes the kernel interface to avoid unbounded loops or
recursion; it separates kernel and user address spaces to simplify
reasoning about virtual memory; and it performs verification at the
LLVM intermediate representation level to avoid modeling complicated C semantics.
We verified the implementation of Hyperkernel with the Z3 SMT
solver, checking 50 system calls and other trap handlers. Experience
shows that Hyperkernel can avoid bugs similar to those found in xv6,
and that the verification of Hyperkernel can be achieved with a low
proof burden.
1.3

nickel

Chapter 5 describes Nickel, a framework that helps developers design and verify information flow control systems by systematically
eliminating covert channels inherent in the interface. These channels
can be exploited to circumvent the enforcement of information flow
policies. Nickel’s formulation of noninterference is amenable to auto-
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mated verification, allowing developers to specify an intended policy
of permitted information flows. It invokes the Z3 SMT solver to verify that both an interface specification and an implementation satisfy
noninterference with respect to the policy; if verification fails, it generates counterexamples to illustrate covert channels that cause the
violation.
Using Nickel, we have designed, implemented, and verified NiStar,
the first OS kernel for decentralized information flow control that
provides: (1) a precise specification for its interface, (2) a formal proof
that the interface specification is free of covert channels, and (3) a
formal proof that the implementation preserves noninterference. We
also applied Nickel to verify isolation in a small OS kernel, NiKOS,
and reproduce known covert channels in the ARINC 653 avionics
standard. Our experience shows that Nickel effectively identified and
ruled out covert channels and successfully verified noninterference
for systems with a low proof burden.
1.4

ratatoskr

Chapter 6 presents Ratatoskr. Ratatoskr is a protocol specification
and proof of correctness for the Disk Paxos consensus algorithm [48].
We have verified that the Ratatoskr protocol specification correctly
achieves consensus, using the Z3 automated theorem prover. The verification of Ratatoskr identified a bug in the algorithm as described
by Gafni and Lamport [48].
1.5

outline and contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the push-button verification
methodology that enables a high degree of proof automation for systems software verification, four case studies applying the methodology, and a discussion of its limitations.
The rest of this dissertation is organized in the following chapters.
Chapter 2 introduces the tools and techniques used throughout this
dissertation, including the Z3 [109] automated theorem prover. Chapter 3 presents Yggdrasil, a toolkit for writing file systems with pushbutton verification. Chapter 4 describes Hyperkernel, a verified OS
kernel using push-button verification. Chapter 5 presents Nickel, a
framework that helps developers design and verify information flow
control systems by systematically eliminating covert channels inherent
in the interface. In Chapter 6 we discuss future work and preliminary
results when applying push-button techniques to a replicated log,
while Chapter 7 reflects on different design decisions, approaches and
insights we gained. Finally, Chapter 8 presents concluding remarks.

2

BACKGROUND

This chapter provides a birds-eye view of the general ideas, concepts,
and background material to formal verification of systems. We describe a common approach to functional verification, how we model
systems for verification, and compare and contrast interactive and
auto-active verification to the push-button methodology.
Systems, such as OS kernels and file systems, are commonly modeled as state machines consisting of a state (memory, registers, devices, etc.) and a set of transition handlers. Functionally, we can think
of the transition handlers as pure functions, taking the current state
of the system and the event as input, producing the new state as
output. For an OS kernel, transition handlers include user operations
(reading and writing memory), traps, faults, and interrupts.
To prove an implementation correct, we need a ground-truth definition of correctness, a specification. Finding the right specification
is a hard problem in general. One way to prove functional correctness of systems relies on establishing an equivalence between an abstract high-level description of the system and the low-level implementation. Proving such an equivalence is known as refinement and is
widely used for verifying the functional correctness of systems. Verification does not mean that the implementation is free of bugs; in the
abstract, it merely means that the specification and the implementation are equally buggy. In practice, however, it rules out a large class
of bugs. For one, developers generally write the specification in a
well defined, high-level language ruling out low-level bugs which are
not necessarily ruled out by the implementation language, such as
undefined behavior, buffer overflows, and null pointer dereferences.
Second, the specification is often much smaller and more abstract,
making it easier to reason about and audit for correctness. Third, optional safety invariants such as pre- and postconditions established
on the high-level specification are preserved through refinement to
the implementation ruling out more classes of bugs and further increasing confidence in its correctness.
Next, we provide an overview of interactive, auto-active, and pushbutton verification.
2.1

interactive verification

Interactive theorem provers, such as Coq [149] and Isabelle [118], provide developers with powerful and expressive higher-order logics
to make mathematical statements about programs. Verification con-
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ditions are generated and presented to the developer in an interactive session. Based on foundational reasoning, developers then manually construct proofs by composing previously proven theorems and
lemmas–starting from a small set of pre-defined axioms–which are
machine-checked by the theorem prover for correctness. In principle,
this provides a high assurance of correctness, only relying on a small
set of trusted components: a small checker at the core of the theorem
prover. Writing such proofs, however, requires both a high degree of
expertise and substantial time investment.
The seL4 verified kernel demonstrated, for the first time, the feasibility of constructing a machine-checkable formal proof of functional
correctness for a general-purpose OS kernel [78, 79]. The functional
correctness proof took roughly 11 person-years for 10,000 lines of C
code, requiring about 200,000 lines of proofs using the Isabelle/HOL
theorem prover. The functional correctness of seL4 consists of three
layers: the abstract specification, the executable specification, and the
implementation. The abstract specification is written in Isabelle and
uses only high-level data structures providing flexibility to the implementation by leaving much low-level implementation detail unspecified. The seL4 implementation uses a subset of the C language. The semantics of the subset are defined in Isabelle and the implementation
is parsed into the theorem prover for reasoning. The seL4 executable
specification refines the abstract specification and the C implementation refines the executable specification. Consequently, since refinement is transitive, the C implementation refines the abstract specification.
2.2

auto-active verification

Auto-active verifiers [94], such as Dafny [93], ask developers to provide Hoar-style annotations on the implementation code. These annotations come in the form of loop invariants, pre- and postconditions,
and frame annotations describing what part of the state a function
may read or write. The verifier compiles the program and annotations, generating verification conditions and checking them with an
automated theorem prover such as Z3 [109]. This use of a solver
reduces the manual proof burden compared to interactive theorem
proving, but requiring developers to come up with these annotations
still comes with a substantial cost.
The Ironclad [61] project is a full-stack verification; verifying applications, libraries, and drivers, down to the kernel level, with proofs
covering the final assembly code. The total verification effort took 3
person-years, requiring about 33,000 lines of proof annotations for
about 7,000 lines of implementation code. The Ironclad implementation, specification, and annotations are written in Dafny, and compiled to BoogieX86 [159], a verifiable assembly language. The Boogie
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verifier then checks the assembly implementation against its specification. In addition to functional correctness, they additionally proved
key security theorems, including noninterference.
2.3

push-button verification

This dissertation proposes a different approach to verifying systems
software. Instead of asking developers to provide proofs or annotations to guide a verifier, push-button verification instead treats full
automation for verification as a first-class design goal. Similar to autoactive verification, push-button verification leverages an automated
SMT solver such as Z3 for proofs. However, instead of requiring developers to provide annotations, push-button verification aims for full
automation in favor of generality or expressivity.
SMT solvers take as input a set of constraints and produce as output an assignment (if one exists) to the variables such that the constraints are satisfied. Program verification essentially boils down to
showing that a program P behaves according to a specification safe
on all possible inputs. That is, for a specification safe and program P,
the goal of verification is to show that ∀x. safe(x, P(x)). Equivalently,
we can view verification as a constraint problem, asking if there exists an input where the program violates the specification. As such,
we can ask a solver to find a satisfying assignment to the formula
∃x. ¬safe(x, P(x)). If a solution exists, we refer to it as a counterexample, describing the exact input for which the program misbehaves. If
no solution exists, we can conclude that the program is safe on all
inputs, satisfying the specification. Push-button verification leverages
this idea but require us to satisfy three conditions, described next.
Compared to interactive and auto-active verification, these conditions
trade off generality and expressivity for full automation.
effectively decidable first-order logic Automated theorem provers are fundamentally limited to less expressive first-order
logic. Leveraging an SMT solver in this fashion, therefore, requires
the specification (safe in the above example) to be expressible in firstorder logic. While modern solvers continue to gain features, expanding their expressiveness with complex logic and arbitrary explicit
quantifiers, in practice, they will not be able to solve all queries using
those features. To gain good verification performance, we limit our
queries to only using an effectively decidable fragment of first-order
logic: bitvectors, booleans, uninterpreted functions, and use quantifiers sparingly (over finite domains). This limitation may require us
to rethink our specification if it is not directly expressible in this fragment. For instance, Nickel (Chapter 5) describes the meta-theory for
an unwinding strategy for decomposing a complicated noninterference specification, making it amenable to automated verification.
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finite interface Automatically producing a summary of the
implementation P(x) is feasible by using a technique known as symbolic execution. Symbolic execution is the process of compiling a program into a symbolic representation, describing how the program behaves under all possible inputs [76]. The verifiers in this thesis do this
by implementing a symbolic interpreter for the target language (such
as LLVM [91]). The symbolic interpreter operates on symbolic values
instead of concrete ones, exhaustively exploring all execution paths.
To perform an exhaustive execution means the implementation must
be finite: free of unbounded loops and recursion. Hyperkernel (Chapter 4) describes the principles of finite interface design for achieving
this goal.
decomposition Symbolically executing a complicated implementation with many paths produces a large number of constraints that
are likely to overwhelm the solver. To make verification feasible for
a non-trivial system, we need a strategy for decomposing the implementation for modular verification. The first strategy is to break up
the system into a collection of event handlers, bounding reasoning to
a single handler at a time. This design lends itself well to push-button
verification, provided each handler is sufficiently small for verification. This, dissertation describes two other strategies for decomposing
individual handlers that may be too complicated for automated reasoning. Yggdrasil (Chapter 3) describes stacking layers of abstraction to
scale verification, where the verification proceeds in layers, each layer
refining the one before it, bounding the reasoning to a single layer at
a time. In contrast, Hyperkernel (Chapter 4) describes decomposing
complicated operations into smaller ones, exposing many operations,
each of which does a relatively small amount of work, while still satisfying the top-level safety invariants.
putting it all together To apply push-button verification to
prove the functional correctness of an OS kernel, the developer writes
both the specification and the implementation, as well as an equivalence relation ≈, relating the specification state sspec and implementation state simpl . An automated verifier performs symbolic execution,
summarizing the specification and implementation as fspec and fimpl ,
respectively. It then generates the refinement constraints by asking
the solver if starting from equivalent states, executing the same operation, the specification and implementation can produce diverge
results:
∃sspec , simpl , x. sspec ≈ simpl ∧ fspec (sspec , x) 6≈ fimpl (simpl , x).
If a solution exists, the solver produces a counterexample that can be
used for debugging. Otherwise, verification succeeds and we say that
the implementation refines the specification.

2.4 tcb

Satisfying all of the requirements laid out above is challenging for
any non-trivial system. The rest of this dissertation addresses those
challenges, describing several techniques for push-button verification
of systems software.
2.4

tcb

Verified software is not necessarily free of bugs. The specification
may not accurately capture the intended properties or the verification
tools, hardware, or any other unverified code (such as initialization
or glue code) may be buggy. All parts of the system that are not explicitly verified and instead assumed to be correct are known as the
trusted computing base (TCB). For all of the systems in this thesis,
the TCB includes the Z3 solver, the Python interpreter, the symbolic
execution engine, the compiler, and hardware it executes on.
2.5

conclusion

Each verification tool and methodology has its own pros and cons.
Common approaches and tools, such as interactive and auto-active
verification, while general, come with a substantial development cost.
By co-designing the system with automated verification and shifting
the effort from manual proofs and annotations to interface design,
specification and implementation, we can lower the overall cost substantially, while achieving high correctness assurance.
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Y G G D R A S I L : P U S H - B U T T O N V E R I F I C AT I O N O F
FILE SYSTEMS VIA CRASH REFINEMENT

The file system is an essential operating system component for persisting data on storage devices. Writing bug-free file systems is nontrivial, as they must correctly implement and maintain complex ondisk data structures even in the presence of system crashes and reorderings of disk operations.
This chapter presents Yggdrasil, a toolkit for writing file systems
with push-button verification: Yggdrasil requires no manual annotations or proofs about the implementation code, and it produces a
counterexample if there is a bug. Yggdrasil achieves this automation
through a novel definition of file system correctness called crash refinement, which requires the set of possible disk states produced by an
implementation (including states produced by crashes) to be a subset
of those allowed by the specification. Crash refinement is amenable to
fully automated satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) reasoning, and
enables developers to implement file systems in a modular way for
verification.
With Yggdrasil, we have implemented and verified the Yxv6 journaling file system, the Ycp file copy utility, and the Ylog persistent
log. Our experience shows that the ease of proof and counterexamplebased debugging support make Yggdrasil practical for building reliable storage applications.
3.1

overview

Figure 1 shows the Yggdrasil development flow. Programmers write
the specification, implementation, and consistency invariants all in
the same language (a subset of Python in our current prototype; see
Section 3.2.2). If there is any bug in the implementation or consistency
invariants, the verifier generates a counterexample to visualize it. For
better run-time performance, Yggdrasil optionally performs optimizations (either built-in or written by developers) and re-verifies the code.
Once the verification passes, Yggdrasil emits C code, which is then
compiled and linked using a C compiler to produce an executable
file system, as well as an fsck checker.
This section gives an overview of each of these steps, using a toy
file system called YminLFS as a running example. We will show how
to specify, implement, verify, and debug it; how to optimize its performance; and how to get a running file system mounted via FUSE [43].
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specification

consistency
invariants

implementation

pass
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optimizer

compiler

C code for
file system + fsck

fail

visualizer
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Figure 1: The Yggdrasil development flow. Rectangular boxes (within the
dashed frame) denote input written by programmers; rounded
boxes denote Yggdrasil’s components; and curved boxes denote
output. Shaded boxes are trusted to be correct and the rest are
untrusted.

YminLFS is a log-structured file system [134]. It is kept minimal
for demonstration purposes: there are no segments, subdirectories, or
garbage collection, and files are zero-sized (no read, write, or unlink).
But its core functionality is still tricky to implement correctly due to
non-determinism and corner cases like overflows. In fact, the verifier
caught two bugs in our initial implementation. The development of
YminLFS took one of the authors less than four hours, as detailed
next.
3.1.1 Specification
In Yggdrasil, a file system specification consists of three parts: an
abstract data structure representing the logical layout, a set of operations over this data structure to define the intended behavior, and an
equivalence predicate that defines whether a given implementation
satisfies the specification.
abstract data structure.
data structure for YminLFS:

We start by specifying the abstract

class FSSpec(BaseSpec):
def __init__(self):
self._childmap = Map((InoT, NameT), InoT)
self._parentmap = Map(InoT, InoT)
self._mtimemap = Map(InoT, U64T)
self._modemap
self._sizemap

= Map(InoT, U64T)
= Map(InoT, U64T)

The state of the data structure is described by five abstract maps, created by calling the Map constructor with abstract types specifying the
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map’s domain and range. The childmap maps a directory inode number and a name to a child inode number; parentmap maps an inode
number back to its parent directory’s inode number; and the remaining maps store inode metadata (mtime, mode, and size). Both InoT
and U64T are 64-bit integer types, and NameT is a string type.
The FSSpec data structure itself places only weak constraints on the
logical layout of YminLFS. For example, it does not rule out layouts in
which an inode d contains an inode f according to the childmap, but f
is not contained in d according to the parentmap. The FSSpec specification disallows such invalid layouts with a well-formedness invariant:
def invariant(self):
ino, name = InoT(), NameT()
return ForAll([ino, name], Implies(
self._childmap[(ino, name)] > 0,
self._parentmap[self._childmap[(ino, name)]] == ino))

The invariant says that the parent and child mappings of valid (positive) inode numbers agree with each other. Both ForAll and Implies
are built-in logical operators.
file system operations. Given our logical layout, we can now
specify the desired behavior of file system operations. Read-only operations, such as lookup and stat, are easy to define:
def lookup(self, parent, name):
ino = self._childmap[(parent, name)]
return ino if ino > 0 else -errno.ENOENT
def stat(self, ino):
return Stat(size=self._sizemap[ino],
mode=self._modemap[ino],
mtime=self._mtimemap[ino])

Operations that modify the file system are more complex, as they
involve updating the state of the abstract maps. For example, to add
a new file to a given directory, mknod needs to update all abstract maps
as follows:
def mknod(self, parent, name, mtime, mode):
# Name must not exist in parent.
if self._childmap[(parent, name)] > 0:
return -errno.EEXIST
# The new ino must be valid & not already exist.
ino = InoT()
assertion(ino > 0)
assertion(Not(self._parentmap[ino] > 0))
with self.transaction():
# Update the directory structure.
self._childmap[(parent, name)] = ino
self._parentmap[ino] = parent
# Initialize inode metadata.
self._mtimemap[ino] = mtime
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self._modemap[ino]
self._sizemap[ino]

= mode
= 0

return ino

The InoT() constructor returns an abstract inode number, which is
constrained to be valid (i.e., positive) and not present in any directory.
The changes to the file system are wrapped in a transaction to ensure
that they happen atomically or not at all (if the system crashes).
state equivalence predicate. The last part of our YminLFS
specification defines what it means for a given file system state to be
correct:
def equivalence(self, impl):
ino, name = InoT(), NameT()
return ForAll([ino, name], And(
self.lookup(ino, name) == impl.lookup(ino, name),
Implies(self.lookup(ino, name) > 0,
self.stat(self.lookup(ino, name)) ==
impl.stat(impl.lookup(ino, name)))))

In particular, we require a correct implementation to contain the same
files as the abstract data structure, and each file to have the same
metadata as its abstract counterpart.
putting it all together. With our toy specification completed,
we now highlight two key features of the Yggdrasil specification approach. First, Yggdrasil specifications are free of implementation details and are therefore reusable. The FSSpec data structure does not
mandate any particular on-disk layout, nor does it force the implementation to be, for example, a log-structured file system. In fact, our
Yxv6 journaling file system is built on top of an extension of this
specification (see Section 3.3).
Second, Yggdrasil specifications are both succinct and expressive.
For example, the specification of mknod provides two deep properties
in just a few lines of code: crash-free functional correctness (i.e., a
file will be created with the correct metadata if there is no crash);
and crash safety (i.e., file creation is all-or-nothing even in the face of
crashes).
3.1.2 Implementation
To implement a file system in Yggdrasil, the programmer needs to
choose a disk model, write the code for each specified operation, and
write the consistency invariants for the on-disk layout. We describe the
disk model next, followed by a brief overview of the implementation
and consistency invariants for YminLFS. We omit full implementation
details (200 lines of Python) for space reasons.
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(a) The initial disk state of an empty root directory.
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(b) The disk state after adding one file.
Figure 2: YminLFS’s on-disk layout. SB is the superblock; I denotes an inode
block; M denotes an inode mapping block; D denotes a data block;
arrows denote pointers.

disk model. Yggdrasil provides several disk models: YminLFS (as
well as Yxv6) uses the asynchronous disk model; we will use a synchronous one in Section 3.4. The asynchronous disk model specifies
a block device that has an unbounded volatile cache and allows arbitrary reordering. Its interface includes the following operations:
• d.write(a, v): write a data block v to disk address a;
• d.read(a): return a data block at disk address a; and
• d.flush(): flush the disk cache.
This disk model is trusted to be a correct specification of the underlying physical disk, as we discuss in Section 3.3.2. Unless otherwise
specified, we assume 64-bit block addresses and 4 KB blocks. We
also assume that a single block read/write is atomic, similar to prior
work [23, 122].
a log-structured file system. YminLFS is implemented as
a log-structured file system that works in a copy-on-write fashion.
In particular, it does not overwrite existing blocks (except for the superblock in block zero); it has no garbage collection; and it simply
fails when it runs out of blocks, inodes, or directory entries. Its interface provides a mkfs operation for initializing the disk, as well as the
operations for reading and modifying the file system state that we
specified in Section 3.1.1.
The mkfs operation initializes the disk as shown in Figure 2a. The
effect of the operation is to create a file system with a single empty
root directory. This involves writing three blocks: the superblock, an
inode I1 for the root directory, and an inode mapping M that stores
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the mapping from inode numbers to block numbers. After initialization, M has one entry, 1 7→ b1 , and I1 points to no data blocks, as
the root directory is empty. The superblock points to M, and it stores
two additional counters: the next available inode number i (which is
initialized to 2 since the root is 1) and the next available block number
b (which is initialized to 3).
To add a file to the root directory, mknod changes the disk state from
Figure 2a to Figure 2b, as follows:
1. add an inode block I2 for the new file;
2. add a data block D for the root directory, which now has one
entry that maps the name of the new file to its inode number 2;
3. add an inode block I10 for the updated root directory, which
points to its data block D;
4. add an inode mapping block M 0 , which has two entries: 1 7→ b5
and 2 7→ b3 ;
5. finally, update the superblock SB to point to the latest inode
mapping M 0 .
Since the disk can reorder these updates, mknod must issue disk flushes
to be crash-safe. For example, if there is no flush between the last two
writes (steps 4 and 5), the disk can reorder them; if the system crashes
in between the reordered writes, the superblock will point to garbage
data in b6 , resulting in corrupted YminLFS state. For now, we assume
a naïve but correct implementation of mknod that inserts five flushes,
one after each write. In Section 3.1.4, we will use the Yggdrasil optimizer to remove the first three flushes.
consistency invariants. A consistency invariant for a file system implementation is analogous to the well-formedness invariant
for its specification—it is a predicate that determines whether a given
disk state corresponds to a valid file-system image. Yggdrasil uses
consistency invariants for two purposes: push-button verification and
run-time checking in the style of fsck [64, 104]. For verification, Yggdrasil
checks that the invariant holds for the initial file system state right
after mkfs; in addition, it assumes the consistency invariant as part
of the precondition for each operation, and checks that the invariant holds as part of the postcondition. Once the implementation is
verified, Yggdrasil can optionally generate an fsck-like checker from
these invariants (though the checker cannot repair corrupted file systems). Such a checker is useful even for a bug-free file system, as
hardware failures and bugs in other parts of the system can damage
the file system [125].
The YminLFS consistency invariant constrains three components of
the on-disk layout (Figure 2): the superblock SB, the inode mapping
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block M, and the root directory data block D. The superblock constraint requires the next available inode number i to be greater than
1, the next available block number b to be greater than 2, and the
pointer to M to be both positive and smaller than b. The inode mapping constraint ensures that M maps each inode number in range
(0, i) to a block number in range (0, b). Finally, the root directory constraint requires D to map file names to inode numbers in range (0, i).
These three constraints are all Yggdrasil needs to verify YminLFS (see
Section 3.1.3).
3.1.3 Verification
To verify that the YminLFS implementation (Section 3.1.2) satisfies the
FSSpec specification (Section 3.1.1), Yggdrasil uses the Z3 solver [109]
to prove a two-part crash refinement theorem (Section 3.2). The first
part of the theorem deals with crash-free executions. It requires the
implementation and specification to behave alike in the absence of
crashes: if both YminLFS and FSSpec start in equivalent and consistent
states, they end up in equivalent and consistent states. The verifier defines equivalence using the specification’s equivalent predicate (Section 3.1.1), and consistency using the implementation’s consistency
invariants (Section 3.1.2).
The second part of the theorem deals with crashing executions. It
requires the implementation to exhibit no more crash states (disk
states after a crash) than the specification: each possible state of the
YminLFS implementation (including states caused by crashes and reordered writes) must be equivalent to some crash state of FSSpec.
counterexamples. If there is any bug in the implementation or
consistency invariants, the verifier will generate a counterexample to
help programmers understand the bug. A counterexample consists of
a concrete trace of the implementation that violates the crash refinement theorem. As an example, consider the potential missing flush
bug described in Section 3.1.2. If we remove the flush between the
last two writes in the implementation of mknod, Yggdrasil outputs the
following counterexample:
# Pending writes
lfs.py:167 mknod write(new_imap_blkno, imap)
# Synchronized writes
lfs.py:148 mknod write(new_blkno, new_ino)
lfs.py:154 mknod write(new_parentdata, parentdata)
lfs.py:160 mknod write(new_parentblkno, parentinode)
lfs.py:170 mknod write(SUPERBLOCK, sb)
# Crash point
[..]
lfs.py:171 mknod flush()
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The output describes the bug by showing the point at which the
system crashes and the list of writes pending in the cache (along with
their source code locations). In this example, the write of the new
inode mapping block (step 4 above) is still pending, but the write to
update the superblock to point to that block (step 5) has reached the
disk, corrupting YminLFS’s state.
The visualization of “pending” and “synchronized” writes in the
counterexample is specific to the asynchronous disk model; one can
extend Yggdrasil with new disk models and customized visualizations.
Our initial YminLFS implementation contained two other bugs: one
in the lookup logic and one in the data layout. Neither of the bugs
appeared during testing runs. Both bugs were found by the verifier
in a matter of seconds, and we quickly localized and fixed them by
examining the resulting counterexamples.
proofs. If the Yggdrasil verifier finds no counterexamples to the
crash refinement theorem, then none exist, and we have obtained a
proof of correctness. In particular, the crash refinement theorem holds
for all disks with up to 264 blocks, and for every trace of file system
operations, regardless of its length. After we fixed the bugs in our
initial YminLFS implementation, the verifier proved its correctness in
under 30 seconds.
It is worth noting that the theorem holds if the file system is the
only user of the disk. For instance, it does not hold if an adversary
corrupted the file system image by directly modifying the disk. To
address this issue, one can run fsck generated by Yggdrasil, which
guarantees to detect any such inconsistencies.
3.1.4 Optimizations and compilation
As described in Section 3.1.2, YminLFS’s mknod implementation uses
five disk flushes. Yggdrasil provides a greedy optimizer that tries to
remove every disk flush and re-verify the code. Running the optimizer on the mknod code removes three out of the five flushes within
three minutes, while still guaranteeing correctness.
The optimized and verified YminLFS implementation, which is in
Python, is executable but slow. Yggdrasil invokes the Cython compiler [10] to generate C code from Python for better performance.
It also provides a small bridge to connect the generated C code to
FUSE [43]. The result is a single-threaded user-space file system.
3.1.5 Summary
We have demonstrated how to specify, implement, debug, verify, optimize, and execute the YminLFS file system using Yggdrasil. Com-
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pared to previous file system verification work, push-button verification eases the proof burden and enables automated features such as
visualizing bugs and optimizing code.
Since there is no need to manually prove or annotate implementation code when using Yggdrasil, the verification effort is spent mainly
on writing the specification and coming up with consistency invariants about the on-disk data format. We find the counterexample visualizer useful for finding bugs in these two parts.
The trusted computing base (TCB) includes the file system specification, Yggdrasil’s verifier, visualizer, and compiler (but not the optimizer), their dependencies (i.e., the Z3 solver, Python, and gcc), as
well as FUSE and the Linux kernel. See Section 3.5 for discussion on
limitations.
3.2

the yggdrasil architecture

In Yggdrasil, the core notion of correctness is crash refinement. This
section gives a formal definition of crash refinement, and describes
how Yggdrasil’s components use this definition to support verification, counterexample visualization, and optimization.
3.2.1

Reasoning about systems with crashes

In Yggdrasil, programmers write both specifications and implementations (referred to as “systems” in this section) as state machines:
each system comprises a state and a set of operations that transition
the state. A transition can occur only if the system is in a consistent
state, as determined by its consistency invariant I. This invariant is a
predicate over the system’s state, indicating whether it is consistent
or corrupted; see Section 3.1.2 for an example.
Consider a specification F0 and an implementation F1 . Our goal is
to show that F1 is correct with respect to F0 . Since both systems are
state machines, a strawman definition of correctness is that they transition in lock step (i.e., bisimulation): starting from equivalent consistent states, if the same operation is invoked on both systems, they
will transition to equivalent consistent states (where equivalence between states is defined by a system-specific predicate). However, this
bisimulation-based definition is too strong for systems that interact
with external storage, as it does not account for non-determinism
from disk reorderings, crashes, or recovery.
To address this shortcoming, we introduce crash refinement as a new
definition of correctness. At a high level, crash refinement says that
F1 is correct with respect to F0 if, starting from equivalent consistent
states and invoking the same operation on both systems, any state
produced by F1 is equivalent to some state produced by F0 . To formalize this intuition, we define the behavior of a system in the presence
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of crashes, formalize crash refinement for individual operations, and
extend the resulting definition to entire systems.
system operations. We model the behavior of a system operation with a function f that takes three inputs:
• its current state s;
• an external input x, such as data to write; and
• a crash schedule b, which is a set of boolean values denoting
the occurrence of crash events.
Applying f to these inputs, written as f(s, x, b), produces the next
state of the system.
As a concrete example, consider a single disk write operation that
writes value v to disk address a. The external input to the write operation’s function fw is the pair (a, v). The state s is the disk content
before the write; s(a) gives the old value at the address a. The asynchronous disk model in Yggdrasil generates a pair of boolean values (on, sync) as the crash schedule. The on value indicates whether
the write operation completed successfully by storing its data into
the volatile cache. The sync value indicates whether the write’s effect
has been synchronized from the volatile cache to stable storage. After
executing the write operation, the disk is updated to contain v at the
address a only if both on and sync are true, and left unchanged otherwise (e.g., the system crashed before completing the write, or before
synchronizing it to stable storage):
fw (s, x, b) = s[a 7→ if on ∧ sync then v else s(a)],
where x = (a, v) and b = (on, sync).
crash refinement. To define crash refinement for a given schedule, we start from a special case where write operations always complete and their effects are synchronized to disk. That is, the crash
schedule is the constant vector true. Let s0 ∼ s1 denote that s0 and
s1 are equivalent states according to a user-defined equivalence relation (as in Section 3.1.1). We write s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 to say that s0 and
s1 are equivalent and consistent according to their respective system
invariants I0 and I1 :
s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 , I0 (s0 ) ∧ I1 (s1 ) ∧ s0 ∼ s1 .
With a crash-free schedule true, two functions f0 and f1 are equivalent if they produce equivalent and consistent output states when
given the same external input x, as well as equivalent and consistent
starting states:
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Definition 1 (Crash-free equivalence). Given two functions f0 and f1
with their system consistency invariants I0 and I1 , respectively, we
say f0 and f1 are crash-free equivalent if the following holds:
∀s0 , s1 , x. (s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 ) ⇒ (s00 ∼I0 ,I1 s10 )
where s00 = f0 (s0 , x, true) and s10 = f1 (s1 , x, true).
Next, we allow for the possibility of crashes. We say that f1 is correct with respect to f0 if, for any crash schedule, the state produced
by f1 with that schedule is equivalent to a state produced by f0 with
some schedule:
Definition 2 (Crash refinement without recovery). Function f1 is a
crash refinement (without recovery) of f0 if (1) f0 and f1 are crash-free
equivalent and (2) the following holds:
∀s0 , s1 , x, b1 . ∃b0 . (s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 ) ⇒ (s00 ∼I0 ,I1 s10 )
where s00 = f0 (s0 , x, b0 ) and s10 = f1 (s1 , x, b1 ).
Finally, we consider the possibility that the system may run a recovery function upon reboot. A recovery function r is a system operation (as defined above) that takes no external input (as it is executed
when the system starts). It should also be idempotent: even if the system crashes during recovery and re-runs the recovery function many
times, the resulting state should be the same once the recovery is
complete.
Definition 3 (Recovery idempotence). A recovery function r is idempotent if the following holds:
∀s, b. r(s, true) = r(r(s, b), true).
Note that this definition accounts for multiple crash-reboot cycles
during recovery, by repeated application of the idempotence definition on each intermediate crash state r(s, b), r(r(s, b), b0 ), . . . , where
b, b0 , . . . are the schedules for each crash during recovery.
Definition 4 (Crash refinement with recovery). Given two functions f0
and f1 , their system consistency invariants I0 and I1 , respectively,
and a recovery function r, f1 with r is a crash refinement of f0 if (1) f0
and f1 are crash-free equivalent; (2) r is idempotent; and (3) the following holds:
∀s0 , s1 , x, b1 . ∃b0 . (s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 ) ⇒ (s00 ∼I0 ,I1 s10 )
where s00 = f0 (s0 , x, b0 ) and s10 = r(f1 (s1 , x, b1 ), true).
Furthermore, systems may run background operations that do not
change the externally visible state of a system (i.e., no-ops), such as
garbage collection.
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Definition 5 (No-op). Function f with a recovery function r is a no-op
if (1) r is idempotent, and (2) the following holds:
∀s0 , s1 , x, b1 . (s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 ) ⇒ (s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s10 )
where s10 = r(f(s1 , x, b1 ), true).
With per-function crash refinement and no-ops, we can now define
crash refinement for entire systems.
Definition 6 (System crash refinement). Given two systems F0 and
F1 , and a recovery function r, F1 is a crash refinement of F0 if every
function in F1 with r is either a crash refinement of the corresponding
function in F0 or a no-op.
The rest of this section will describe Yggdrasil’s components based
on the definition of crash refinement.
3.2.2 The verifier
Given two file systems, F0 and F1 , Yggdrasil’s verifier checks that F1 is
a crash refinement of F0 according to Definition 6. To do so, the verifier performs symbolic execution [21, 76] for each operation fi ∈ Fi to
obtain an SMT encoding of the operation’s output, fi (si , x, bi ), when
applied to a symbolic input x (represented as a bitvector), symbolic
disk state si (represented as an uninterpreted function over bitvectors), and symbolic crash schedule bi (represented as booleans). It
then invokes the Z3 solver to check the validity of either the noop identity (Definition 5) if f1 is a no-op, or else the per-function
crash refinement formula (Definition 4) for the corresponding functions f0 ∈ F0 and f1 ∈ F1 .
To capture all execution paths in the SMT encoding of fi (si , x, bi ),
the verifier adopts a “self-finitizing” symbolic execution scheme [151],
which simply unrolls loops and recursion without bounding the depth.
Since this scheme will fail to terminate on non-finite code, the verifier
requires file systems to be implemented in a finite way: for instance,
loops must be bounded [152]. In our experience (further discussed in
Section 3.3), the finiteness requirement does not add much programming burden.
To prove the validity of the per-function crash refinement formula,
the verifier uses Z3 to check if the formula’s negation is unsatisfiable.
If so, the result is a proof that f1 is a crash refinement of f0 . Otherwise,
Z3 produces a model of the formula’s negation, which represents a
concrete counterexample to crash refinement: disk states s0 and s1 ,
an input x, and a crash schedule b1 , such that s0 ∼I0 ,I1 s1 but there
is no crash schedule b0 that satisfies f0 (s0 , x, b0 ) ∼I0 ,I1 f1 (s1 , x, b1 ).
Checking the satisfiability of the negated crash refinement formula
in Definition 4 requires reasoning about quantifiers. In general, such
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queries are undecidable. In our case, the problem is decidable because the quantifiers range over finite domains, and the formula is
expressed in a decidable combination of decidable theories (i.e., equality with uninterpreted functions and fixed-width bitvectors) [157].
Moreover, Z3 can solve this problem in practice because the crash
schedule b0 , which is a set of boolean variables, is the only universally quantified variable in the negated formula. As many file system specifications have simple semantics, the crash schedule b0 has
few boolean variables—often only one (e.g., the transaction in Section 3.1.1)—which makes the reasoning efficient.
The verifier’s symbolic execution engine supports all regular Python
code with concrete (i.e., non-symbolic) values. For symbolic values, it
supports booleans, fixed-width integers, maps, and lists of concrete
length, as well as regular control flow including conditionals and
loops, but no exceptions or coroutines. It does not support symbolic
execution into C library code.
3.2.3 The counterexample visualizer
To make counterexamples to validity easier to understand, Yggdrasil
provides a visualizer for the asynchronous disk model. Given a counterexample model of the formula in Definition 4, the visualizer produces concrete disk event traces (e.g., see Section 3.1.3) as follows.
First, it uses the crash schedule b1 to identify the boolean variable
on that indicates where the system crashed, and relates that location to the implementation source code with a stack trace. Second,
it evaluates the boolean sync variables that indicate whether a write
is synchronized to disk, and prints out the pending writes with their
corresponding source locations to help identify unintended reorderings. Yggdrasil also allows programmers to supply their own plugin
visualizer for data structures specific to their file system images. We
found this facility useful when developing YminLFS and Yxv6.
3.2.4 The optimizer
The Yggdrasil optimizer improves the run-time performance of implementation code. Yggdrasil treats the optimizer as untrusted and
re-verifies the optimized code it generates. This simple design, made
possible by push-button verification, allows programmers to plug in
custom optimizations without the burden of supplying a correctness
proof. We provide one built-in optimization that greedily removes
disk flush operations (see Section 3.1.4), implemented by rewriting
the Python abstract syntax tree.
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3.3

the yxv6 file system

The section describes the design, implementation, and verification of
the Yxv6 journaling file system. At a high level, verifying the correctness of Yxv6 requires Yggdrasil to obtain an SMT encoding of
both the specification and implementation through symbolic execution, and to invoke an SMT solver to prove the crash refinement theorem. A simple approach, used by YminLFS in Section 3.1, is to directly
prove crash refinement between the entire file system specification
and implementation. However, the complexity of Yxv6 makes such
a proof intractable for state-of-the-art SMT solvers. To address this
issue, Yxv6 employs a modular design enabled by crash refinement
to scale up SMT reasoning.
3.3.1 Design overview
Yxv6 uses crash refinement to achieve scalable SMT reasoning in
three steps. First, to reduce the size of SMT encodings, Yxv6 stacks
five layers of abstraction, each consisting of a specification and implementation, starting with an asynchronous disk specification (Section 3.3.2). We use Yggdrasil to prove crash refinement theorems for
each layer, showing that each correctly implements its specification.
Upper layers then use the specifications of lower layers, rather than
their implementations, in order to accelerate verification. This layered
approach effectively bounds the reasoning to a single layer at a time.
Second, many file system operations touch only a small part of the
disk. To allow the SMT solver to exploit this locality, Yxv6 explicitly
uses multiple separate disks rather than one. For example, by storing
the free bitmap on a separate disk, the SMT solver can easily infer
that updating it does not affect the rest of the file system. We then
prove crash refinement from this multi-disk system to a more spaceefficient file system that uses only a single disk (Section 3.3.3). The
result of these first two steps is Yxv6+sync, a synchronous file system
that commits a transaction for each system call (by forcing the log to
disk), similar to xv6 [32] and FSCQ [23].
Finally, for better run-time performance, we implement an optimized variant of Yxv6+sync that groups multiple system calls into
one transaction [57] and commits only when the log is full or upon
fsync. We prove the resulting file system, called Yxv6+group_commit,
is a crash refinement of Yxv6+sync with a more relaxed crash consistency model (Section 3.3.4).
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Layer 5

regular files, symbolic
links, and directories

Theorem 5

Yxv6 files
Layer 4

inodes

Theorem 4

Yxv6 inodes
Layer 3

virtual transactional disk

Theorem 3

block pointer
Layer 2

transactional disk
write-ahead logging

Layer 1

Theorem 2

asynchronous disk
Axiom 1
block device

Figure 3: The stack of layers of Yxv6. Within each layer, a shaded box represents the specification; a (white) box represents the implementation; and the implementation is a crash refinement of its specification, denoted using an arrow. Each implementation (except for the
lowest layer) builds on top of a specification from the layer below,
denoted using a circle.

3.3.2 Stacking layers of abstraction
Figure 3 shows the five abstraction layers of Yxv6. Each layer consists
of a specification and an implementation that is written using a lowerlevel specification. We describe each of these layers in turn.
layer 1: asynchronous disk. The lowest layer of the stack is
a specification of an asynchronous disk. This specification comprises
the asynchronous disk model we used in Section 3.1.2 to implement
YminLFS. Since the implementation of a physical block device is
opaque, we assume the specification correctly models the block device (i.e., the specification is more conservative and allows more behavior than real hardware), as follows:
Axiom 1. A block device is a crash refinement of the asynchronous
disk specification.
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layer 2: transactional disk. The next layer introduces the
abstraction of a transactional disk, which manages multiple separate
data disks, and offers the following operations:
• d.begin_tx() starts a transaction;
• d.commit_tx() commits a transaction;
• d.write_tx(j, a, v) adds to the current transaction a write of value v
to address a on disk j; and
• d.read(j, a) returns the value at address a on disk j.
The specification says that operations executed within the same transaction are atomic (i.e., all-or-nothing) and sequential (i.e., transactions
cannot be reordered).
The implementation uses the standard write-ahead logging technique [57, 106]. It uses one asynchronous disk (from layer 1) for
the log, and a set of asynchronous disks for data. Using a single
transactional disk to manage multiple data disks allows higher layers to separate writes within a transaction (e.g., updates to data and
inode blocks will not interfere), which helps scale SMT reasoning;
Section 3.3.3 refines the multiple disks to one.
The implementation is parameterized by the transaction size limit
k (i.e., the maximum number of writes in one transaction). The log
disk uses a fixed number of blocks, determined by k, as a header to
store log entry addresses, and the remaining blocks to store log entry
data. The first entry in the first header block is a counter of log entries;
the consistency invariant for the transactional disk layer says that this
counter is always zero after recovery. The Yxv6+sync file system sets
k = 10, while Yxv6+group_commit sets k = 511. For each of these
settings, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. The write-ahead logging implementation is a crash refinement of the transactional disk specification.
layer 3: virtual transactional disk. The specification of
the virtual transactional disk is similar to that of the transactional
disk, but instead uses 64-bit virtual disk addresses [73]. Each virtual
address can be mapped to a physical disk address or unmapped later;
reads and writes are valid for mapped addresses only. We will use
this abstraction to implement inodes in the upper layer.
The virtual transactional disk implementation uses the standard
block pointers approach. It uses one transactional disk managing at
least three data disks: one to store the free block bitmap, another to
store direct block pointers, and the third to store both data and singly
indirect block pointers (higher layers will add additional disks). The
free block bitmap disk stores only one bit in each of its blocks, which
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simplifies SMT reasoning but wastes disk space; Section 3.3.3 will
refine it to a more space-efficient version.
The implementation relies on two consistency invariants: (1) the
mapping from virtual disk addresses to physical disk addresses is
injective (i.e., each physical address is mapped at most once), and
(2) if a virtual disk address is mapped to physical address a, the
ath bit in the block bitmap must be marked as used. We use these
invariants to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3. The block pointer implementation is a crash refinement
of the virtual transactional disk specification.
layer 4: inodes. The fourth layer introduces the abstraction of
inodes. Each inode is uniquely identified using a 32-bit inode number.
The specification maps an inode number to 232 blocks, and to a set of
metadata such as size, mtime, and mode.
The implementation is straightforward thanks to the virtual transactional disk specification. It simply splits the 64-bit virtual disk address space into 232 ranges, and each inode takes one range, which
has 232 “virtual” blocks, similar to NVMFS/DFS [73]. Inode metadata
resides on a separate disk managed by the virtual transactional disk
(which now has four data disks). There are no consistency invariants
in this layer. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4. The Yxv6 inode implementation is a crash refinement of
the inode specification.
layer 5: file system. The top layer of the file system is an extended version of FSSpec given in Section 3.1, with regular files, directories, and symbolic links.
The implementation builds on top of the inode specification, using
a separate inode bitmap disk and another for orphan inodes. Both are
managed by the virtual transactional disk (which now has six data
disks plus the log disk, giving a total of seven disks). There are two
consistency invariants: (1) if an inode is not marked as used in the
inode bitmap disk, its size must be zero in the metadata; and (2) if
an inode has n blocks, no “virtual” block larger than n is mapped.
Using these invariants, we prove the final crash refinement theorem:
Theorem 5. The Yxv6 implementation of files is a crash refinement
of the specification of regular files, symbolic links, and directories.
finitization. The Yggdrasil verifier requires Yxv6 operations to
be finite, as mentioned in Section 3.2.2. Most file system operations
satisfy this requirement, as they use only a small number of disk
reads and writes. For example, moving a file involves updating only
the source and destination directories. However, there are two exceptions.
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Figure 4: The refinement of disk layout of the Yxv6 file system, from multiple disks to a single disk. The arrows A ← B denote that B is a
crash refinement of A.

First, search-related procedures, such as finding a free bit in a
bitmap, may need to read many blocks. We choose not to verify the
bit-finding algorithm, but instead adopt the idea of validation [123,
139, 144] to implement such search algorithms. The validator, which
we do verify, simply checks that an index returned by the search is
indeed marked free in the bitmap and if not, fails the operation with
an error code. We use similar strategies for directory entry lookup.
This approach allows us to treat search procedures as a black box,
absolving the SMT solver from the need to reason about the many
paths through the algorithm.
The second case is unlinking a file, as freeing all its data blocks
needs to write potentially many blocks. To finitize this operation, our
implementation simply moves the inode of the file into a special orphan inodes disk, which is a finite operation, and relies on a separate garbage collector to reclaim the data blocks at a later time. We
further prove that reclamation is a no-op (as per the definition in Section 3.2.1), as freeing a block referenced by the orphan inodes disk
does not affect the externally visible state of the file system. We will
summarize the trade-offs of validation in Section 3.3.5.
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3.3.3

Refining disk layouts

Theorem 5 gives a file system that runs on seven disks: the writeahead log, the file data, the block and inode bitmaps for managing
free space, the inode metadata, the direct block pointers, and the orphan inodes. Using separate disks scales SMT reasoning, but it has
two downsides. First, the two bitmaps use only one bit per block and
the inode metadata disk stores one inode per block, wasting space.
Second, requiring seven disks makes the file system difficult to use.
We now prove with crash refinement that it is correct to pack these
disks into one disk (Figure 4) similar to the xv6 file system [32].
Intuitively, it is correct to pack multiple blocks that store data sparsely
into one with a dense representation, because the packed disk has the
same or fewer possible disk states. For instance, bitmap disks used
in Section 3.3.2 store one bit per block; the n-th bit of the bitmap is
stored in the lowest bit of block n. On the other hand, a packed bitmap
disk stores 4 KB × 8 = 215 bits per block, and the n-th bit is stored in
bit n mod 215 of block n/215 . Clearly, using the packed bitmap is a
crash refinement of the sparse one. The same holds for using packed
inodes. Similarly, a single disk with multiple non-overlapping partitions exhibits fewer states than multiple disks; for example, a flush on
a single disk will flush all the partitions, but not for multiple disks.
Combining these packing steps, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6. The Yxv6 implementation using seven non-overlapping
partitions of one asynchronous disk, with packed bitmaps and inodes,
is a crash refinement of that using seven asynchronous disks.
3.3.4 Refining crash consistency models
Theorem 6 gives a synchronous file system that commits a transaction
for each system call. This file system, which we call Yxv6+sync, incurs
a slowdown as it flushes the disk frequently (see Section 3.7 for performance evaluation). The Yxv6+group_commit file system implements
a more relaxed crash consistency model [18, 122]. Unlike Yxv6+sync,
its write-ahead logging implementation groups multiple transactions
together [57].
Intuitively, doing a single combined transaction produces fewer
possible disk states compared to two separate transactions, as in the
latter scheme the system can crash in between the two and expose the
intermediate state. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 7. Yxv6+group_commit is a crash refinement of Yxv6+sync.
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3.3.5 Summary of design trade-offs
Unlike conventional journaling file systems, the first Yxv6 design in
Section 3.3.2 uses multiple disks. To decide the number of disks, we
adopt a simple guideline: whenever a part of the disk is logically separate from the rest of the file system, such as the log or the free bitmap,
we assign a separate disk for that part. In our experience, this is effective in scaling up SMT reasoning.
Yxv6’s final on-disk layout closely resembles that of the xv6 and
FSCQ file systems. One notable difference is that Yxv6 uses an orphan inodes partition to manage files that are still open but have
been unlinked, similarly to the orphan inode list [63] in ext3 and ext4.
This design ensures correct atomicity behavior of unlink and rename,
especially when running with FUSE, which xv6 and FSCQ do not
guarantee.
Another difference to FSCQ is that Yxv6 uses validation instead of
verification in managing free blocks and inodes. Although the resulting allocator is safe, it does not guarantee that block or inode allocation will succeed when there is enough space, treating such failures
as a quality-of-service issue.
3.4

beyond file systems

Although we designed Yggdrasil for writing verified file systems, the
idea of crash refinement generalizes to applications that use disks
in other ways. This section describes two examples: Ycp, a file copy
utility; and Ylog, a persistent log data structure.
the ycp file copy utility. Like the Unix cp utility, Ycp copies
the contents of one file to another. Unlike cp, it has a formal specification: if the copy operation succeeds, the file system is updated so that
the target file contains the same data as the source file; if it fails due
to a system crash or an invalid target (e.g., a directory or a symbolic
link), the file system is unchanged.
The implementation of Ycp uses the Yxv6 file system specification (Figure 3). It follows a common atomicity pattern: (1) create a
temporary file, (2) write the source data to it, and (3) rename it to
atomically create the target file. There is no consistency invariant as
Ycp uses file system operations and is independent of disk layout.
We verify that the implementation of Ycp is a crash refinement
of its specification using Yggdrasil. This shows that Yggdrasil and
Yxv6’s specification are useful for reasoning about application-level
correctness.
the ylog persistent log. Ylog is a verified implementation
of the persistent log from the Arrakis operating system [121]. The
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Arrakis log is designed to provide an efficient storage API with strong
atomicity and persistence guarantees. The core logging operation is
a multi-block append, which extends an on-disk log with entries
that can span multiple blocks. This append operation must appear
to be both atomic and immediately persistent, even in the presence of
crashes.
The Arrakis persistent log was originally designed to run on top of
an LSI Logic MegaRAID SAS-3 3108 RAID controller with a batterybacked cache. We therefore chose to implement Ylog on top of a synchronous disk model, which does not reorder writes and matches the
behavior of the RAID controller. Ylog uses the same on-disk layout
as Arrakis: the first block (i.e., superblock) contains metadata, such
as the number of entries and a pointer to the end of the log, followed
by blocks that contain the data of each entry.
When comparing Ylog’s implementation with that of Arrakis, we
discovered two bugs in the Arrakis persistent log: its crash recovery
logic was not idempotent, and the log could end up with garbage data
if the system crashed again during recovery. The bugs were reported
to and confirmed by the Arrakis developers.
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3.5

discussion

This section discusses the limitations of Yggdrasil, as well as our experience using and designing the toolkit.
limitations. Yggdrasil reasons about single-threaded code, so
file systems written using Yggdrasil do not support concurrency. Cython [10],
Yggdrasil’s Python-to-C compiler, is unverified, although we have not
yet encountered any bugs in the development.
Yggdrasil relies on SMT solvers for automated reasoning, and is
limited to first-order logic. It is less expressive than interactive theorem provers such as Coq or Isabelle, although our experience shows
that it is sufficient for writing and verifying file systems like Yxv6
based on crash refinement.
Since the Z3 solver is at the core of Yggdrasil, its correctness is
critical. To understand this risk, we ran the Yxv6 verification using
every buildable snapshot of the Z3 Git repository over the past three
years, a total of 1,417 versions. We also used two other SMT solvers,
Boolector [117] and MathSAT 5 [27], for cross-checking. We did not
observe any inconsistent results.
The Yxv6 file system lacks several modern file system features,
such as extents and delayed allocation in ext4. Compared to handwritten file system checkers, its fsck tool is generated by Yggdrasil
and guaranteed to detect any violations of consistency invariants, but
it cannot repair corrupted file systems.
lessons learned. Bitvector operations and reasoning about nondeterminism (e.g., crashes) are common in file system implementations. These characteristics motivated us to formulate file system verification as an SMT problem, exploiting the fully automated decision
procedures for the theories of bitvectors and uninterpreted functions.
In addition, using SMT enables Yggdrasil to produce and visualize
counterexamples; we find this ability useful for tracking subtle file
system bugs during development, especially corner cases such as
overflows and missing flushes [100].
In earlier development of Yggdrasil, we struggled to find a disk
representation for scalable SMT reasoning. We explored several approaches, such as a lazy list of symbolic blocks (e.g., EXE [161]) and
the theory of arrays, all resulting in a verification bottleneck.
Yggdrasil represents a disk using uninterpreted functions that map
a block address and an in-block offset to a 64-bit integer. This twolevel map helped to scale up verification. Mapping to 64-bit integers
also allowed Yggdrasil to generate efficient C code. The idea of separating logical and physical data representations using crash refinement further reduced the verification time by orders of magnitude. As
we will show in Section 3.7, verifying Yxv6+sync’s theorems took less
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than a minute, thanks to Z3’s efficient decision procedures, whereas
Coq took 11 hours to check the proofs of FSCQ [23] (which has similar
features to Yxv6+sync).
Crash refinement requires programmers to design a system as a
state machine and implement each operation in a finite way. File
systems fit well into this paradigm. We have used crash refinement
in several contexts: to stack layers of abstraction, to pack multiple
blocks or disks, and to relax crash consistency models. Crash refinement does not require advanced knowledge of program logics (e.g.,
separation logic [130] in FSCQ), and is amenable to automated SMT
reasoning.
bugs discovered To our knowledge there have been no bugs
discovered in the Yxv6 file system since we released the source in
Febuary of 2017. Mohan et al. reported applying their bug finding
tool on Yxv6 [107], but did not report finding any bugs. Although
this is only anecdotal, we find it encouraging evidence in support
of the thesis that it is possible to build correct and reliable software
using push-button verification.
3.6

implementation

Figure 5 lists the code size of the file systems and other storage applications built using Yggdrasil, the common infrastructure code, and
the FUSE boilerplate. In total, they consist of about 4,000 lines of
Python code.
3.7

evaluation

This section uses Yxv6 as a representative example to evaluate file
systems built using Yggdrasil. We aim to answer the following questions:
• Does Yxv6 provide end-to-end correctness?
• What is the run-time performance?
• What is the verification performance?
Unless otherwise noted, all experiments were conducted on a 4.0 GHz
quad-core Intel i7-4790K CPU running Linux 4.4.0.
correctness. We tested the correctness of Yxv6 as follows. First,
we ran it on existing benchmarks. Both Yxv6+sync and Yxv6+group_commit
passed the fsstress tests from the Linux Test Project [85]; they also
passed the SibylFS POSIX conformance tests [132], except for incomplete features such as hard links or extended attributes. Second, we
used Yxv6 to self-host Yggdrasil’s development and our experience
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is that it is reliable for daily use. Third, we applied the disk block
enumerator from the Ferrite toolkit [18] (similar to the Block Order
Breaker [122]) to cross-check that the file system state was consistent
after a crash and recovery.
To test the correctness of Yxv6’s fsck, we manually corrupted file
system images by overwriting them with random bytes; Yxv6’s fsck
was able to detect corruption in all these cases.
run-time performance. To understand the run-time performance
of Yxv6, we ran a set of five benchmarks similar to those used in
FSCQ [23]: compiling the source code of bash and Yxv6, running a
mail server from the sv6 operating system [28], and the LFS benchmark [134].
We compare the two Yxv6 variants against the verified file system
FSCQ and the ext4 file system in two configurations: its default configuration (i.e., data=ordered), and with data=journal+sync options,
which together are similar to Yxv6+sync. Although Yxv6’s implementation is closest to xv6, we excluded xv6’s performance numbers
as it crashed frequently on three benchmarks and did not pass the
fsstress tests.
Figure 6 shows the on-disk performance with all the file systems
running on a Samsung 850 PRO SSD. The y-axis shows total running
time in seconds (log scale). We see that Yxv6+sync performs similarly
to FSCQ and to ext4’s slower configuration. Yxv6+group_commit,
which groups several operations into a single transaction, outperforms those file systems by 3–150× and is on average within 10×
of ext4’s default configuration.
To understand the CPU overhead, we repeated the experiments
using a RAM disk, as shown in Figure 7. The two variants of Yxv6
have similar performance numbers. They both outperform FSCQ, and
are close in performance to ext4 (except for the largefile benchmark).
We believe the reason is that Yxv6 benefits from Yggdrasil’s Pythonto-C compiler, while FSCQ’s performance is affected by its use of
Haskell code extracted from Coq.
verification performance. As we mentioned in Section 3.5,
the total verification time for Yxv6+sync is under a minute on a single
core. It achieved this verification performance due to Z3’s efficient
SMT solving and the use of crash refinement in the file system.
Verifying Yxv6+group_commit took a longer time, because it is parameterized to use larger transactions (see Section 3.3.2). It finished
within 1.6 hours using 24 cores (Intel Xeon 2.2 GHz), approximately
36 hours on a single core.
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verified file system implementations. Developers looking
to build and verify file systems have primarily turned to interactive
theorem provers such as Coq [149] and Isabelle [118]. Our approach is
most similar to FSCQ [23], a verified crash-safe file system developed
in Coq. Their proof shows that after reboot, FSCQ’s recovery routines
will correctly recover the file system state without data loss. These theorems are stated in crash Hoare logic, which extends Hoare logic with
support for crash conditions and recovery procedures. Our approach
also bears similarities to Flashix [42, 141], another verified crash-safe
file system. The Flashix proof consists of several refinements from the
POSIX specification layer down to an implementation which can be
extracted to Scala. These refinements are proved in the KIV interactive theorem prover in terms of abstract state machines.
Compared to these examples, Yggdrasil’s push-button verification
substantially lowers the proof burden. Yggdrasil can verify the Yxv6
implementation given only the specifications and five consistency invariants. This ease of verification, together with richer debugging support, also helped us implement several optimizations in Yxv6 that
make its performance 3–150× faster than FSCQ and within 10× of
ext4.
Cogent [5] takes a different approach to building verified file systems, defining a new restricted language together with a certified
compiler to C code. The Cogent language rules out several common
sources of errors, such as memory safety and memory leaks, reducing the verification proof burden. We believe Yggdrasil and Cogent
to be complimentary: on one hand, Cogent provides certified extraction to C code which could replace Yggdrasil’s unverified extraction
from Python; on the other hand, Yggdrasil’s crash refinement strategy
could help Cogent to produce more automated proofs.
file system specifications and crash consistency. Several projects have developed formal specifications of file systems. SibylFS [132]
is an effort to formalize POSIX interfaces and test implementation
conformance. But because POSIX file system interfaces underspecify allowed crash behavior, so does the SibylFS formalization. Commuter [28] formalizes the commutativity of POSIX interface calls to
study scalability, but as with SibylFS, the formalization does not consider crashes.
Modern file systems adopt various crash recovery strategies, including write-ahead logging (or journaling) [57, 106], log-structured
file systems [134], copy-on-write (or shadowing) [17, 133], and soft updates [49, 103]. This diversity complicates reasoning about applicationlevel crash safety. Pillai et al. [122] and Zheng et al. [174] surveyed
the crash safety of real-world applications, finding many crash-safety
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bugs despite extensive engineering effort to tolerate and recover from
crashes. Bornholt et al. [18] formalized the crash guarantees of modern file systems as crash-consistency models, to help application writers
provide crash safety. A formally verified file system can provide these
models as an artifact of the verification process. Yggdrasil’s crash refinement strategy helps to abstract low-level implementation details
out of these application-facing models.
bug-finding tools. Rather than building a new verified file system, several existing projects focus on finding bugs in existing file
systems. FiSC [162] and eXplode [160] use model checking to find
consistency bugs. Eleven82 [82] is a bug-finding tool for “recoverability bugs,” where a system can crash in such a way that even after
recovery, the file system is left in a state not reachable by any crashfree execution. Yggdrasil is complementary to these tools: Eleven82’s
automata-based bug detection allows it to explore complex optimizations, while Yggdrasil provides proofs not only of crash safety but of
functional correctness.
3.9

conclusion

Yggdrasil presents a new approach for building file systems with the
aid of push-button verification. It guarantees correctness through a
definition of file system crash refinement that is amenable to efficient SMT solving. It introduces several techniques to scale up automated verification, including the stack of abstractions and the separation of data representations. We believe that this is a promising
direction since it provides a strong correctness guarantee with a low
proof burden. All of Yggdrasil’s source code is publicly available at
http://unsat.cs.washington.edu/projects/yggdrasil/.

H Y P E R K E R N E L : P U S H - B U T T O N V E R I F I C AT I O N O F
AN OS KERNEL

This chapter describes an approach to designing, implementing, and
formally verifying the functional correctness of an OS kernel, named
Hyperkernel, with a high degree of proof automation and low proof
burden. We base the design of Hyperkernel’s interface on xv6, a
Unix-like teaching operating system. Hyperkernel introduces three
key ideas to achieve proof automation: it finitizes the kernel interface
to avoid unbounded loops or recursion; it separates kernel and user
address spaces to simplify reasoning about virtual memory; and it
performs verification at the LLVM intermediate representation level
to avoid modeling complicated C semantics.
We have verified the implementation of Hyperkernel with the Z3
SMT solver, checking a total of 50 system calls and other trap handlers. Experience shows that Hyperkernel can avoid bugs similar to
those found in xv6, and that the verification of Hyperkernel can be
achieved with a low proof burden.
4.1

overview

This section illustrates the Hyperkernel development workflow by
walking through the design, specification, and verification of one system call.
As shown in Figure 8, to specify the desired behavior of a system call, programmers write two forms of specifications: a detailed,
state-machine specification for functional correctness, and a higherlevel, declarative specification that is more intuitive for manual review. Both specifications are expressed in Python, which we choose
due to its simple syntax and user-friendly interface to the Z3 SMT
solver. Programmers implement a system call in C. The verifier reduces both specifications (in Python) and the implementation (in
LLVM IR compiled from C) into an SMT query, and invokes Z3 to perform verification. The verified code is linked with unverified (trusted)
code to produce the final kernel image.
An advantage of using an SMT solver is its ability to produce a
test case if verification fails, which we find useful for pinpointing
and fixing bugs. For instance, if there is any bug in the C code, the
verifier generates a concrete test case, including the kernel state and
system call arguments, to describe how to trigger the bug. Similarly,
the verifier shows the violation if there is any inconsistency between
the two forms of specifications.
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image

C & assembly
Figure 8: The Hyperkernel development flow. Rectangular boxes denote
source, intermediate, and output files; rounded boxes denote compilers and verifiers. Shaded boxes denote files written by programmers.

We make the following two assumptions in this section. First, the
kernel runs on a uniprocessor system with interrupts disabled. Every
system call is therefore atomic and runs to completion. Second, the
kernel is in a separate address space from user space, using an identity mapping for virtual memory. These assumptions are explained in
detail in Section 4.2.
4.1.1 Finite interfaces
We base the Hyperkernel interface on existing specifications (such
as POSIX), making adjustments where necessary to aid push-button
verification. In particular, we make adjustments to keep the kernel
interface finite, by ensuring that the semantics of every trap handler
is expressible as a set of traces of bounded length. To make verification scalable, these bounds should be small constants that are independent of system parameters (e.g., the maximum number of file
descriptors or pages).
To illustrate the design of finite interfaces, we show how to finitize the POSIX specification of the dup system call for inclusion in
Hyperkernel. In a classic Unix design, each process maintains a file
descriptor (FD) table, with each slot in this table referring to an entry
in a system-wide file table. Figure 9 shows two example FD tables, for
processes i and j, along with a system-wide file table. The slot FD 0
in process i’s table refers to the file table entry 0, and both process i’s
FD 1 and process j’s FD 0 refer to the same file table entry 4. To correctly manage resources, the file table maintains a reference counter
for each entry: entry 4’s counter is 2 as it is referred to by two FDs.
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Figure 9: Per-process file descriptor (FD) tables and the system-wide file table.

The POSIX semantics of dup(oldfd) is to create “a copy of the file
descriptor oldfd, using the lowest-numbered unused file descriptor
for the new descriptor” [175]. For example, invoking dup(0) in process j would return FD 1 referring to file table entry 4, and increment
that entry’s reference counter to 3.
We consider the POSIX semantics of the dup interface as non-finite.
To see why, observe that the lowest-FD semantics, although rarely
needed in practice [28], requires the kernel implementation to check
that every slot lower than the new chosen FD is already occupied.
As a result, allocating the lowest FD requires a trace that grows with
the size of the FD table—i.e., trace length cannot be bounded by a
small constant that is independent of system parameters. This lack
of a small finite bound means that the verification time of dup would
increase with the size of the FD table.
Hyperkernel finitizes dup by changing the POSIX interface to dup(oldfd,
which requires user space to choose a new FD number. To implement
this interface, the kernel simply checks whether a given newfd is unused. Such a check requires a small, constant number of operations,
irrespective of the size of the FD table. This number puts an upper
bound on the length of any trace that a call to dup(oldfd, newfd) can
generate; the interface is therefore finite, enabling scalable verification.
We emphasize two benefits of a finite interface. First, although it is
possible to verify the POSIX dup using SMT if the FD table is small
(by simply checking all possible table sizes), this would not scale for
resources with large parameters (e.g., pages). Therefore, we apply the
finite-interface design to all of Hyperkernel’s trap handlers. Second,
our definition of finite interfaces does not bound the size of kernel
state—only trace length. The kernel state can thus include arbitrarily
many file descriptors or pages, as long as each trap handler accesses
only a constant number of them, independent of the size of the state.

newfd),
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4.1.2 Specifications
Given a finite interface, the programmer describes the desired behavior of the kernel by providing a state-machine specification. This specification consists of two parts: a definition of abstract kernel state, and a
definition of trap handlers (e.g., system calls) in terms of abstract state
transitions. In addition to a state-machine specification, the programmer can optionally provide a declarative specification of the high-level
properties that the state-machine specification should satisfy. The Hyperkernel verifier will check that these high-level properties are indeed satisfied, helping increase the programmer’s confidence in the
correctness of the state-machine specification. This section develops
both forms of specification for the finite dup interface.
abstract kernel state. Programmers define the abstract kernel state using fixed-width integers and maps, as follows:
class AbstractKernelState(object):
current
= PidT()
proc_fd_table = Map((PidT, FdT), FileT)
proc_nr_fds
= RefcntMap(PidT, SizeT)
file_nr_fds

= RefcntMap(FileT, SizeT)

...

This snippet defines four components of the abstract state:
•

current

is the current running process’s identifier (PID);

•

proc_fd_table

•

proc_nr_fds

represents per-process FD tables, mapping a PID
and an FD to a file;
maps a PID to the number of FDs used by that

process; and
•

maps a file to the number of FDs (across all processes) that refer to that file.
file_nr_fds

The types PidT, FdT, FileT, and SizeT correspond to SMT fixed-width
integers (i.e., bit-vectors). The Map constructor creates an uninterpreted
function [110], which maps one or more domain types to a range type.
RefcntMap is a special map for reference counting.
state-transition specification. The specification of most system calls, including dup, follows a common pattern: it validates system call arguments and transitions the kernel to the next state if validation passes, returning zero as the result; otherwise, the system call
returns an error code and the kernel state does not change. Each system call specification provides a validation condition and the new
state, as follows:
def spec_dup(state, oldfd, newfd):
# state is an instance of AbstractKernelState
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pid = state.current
# validation condition for system call arguments
valid = And(
# oldfd is in [0, NR_FDS)
oldfd >= 0, oldfd < NR_FDS,
# oldfd refers to an open file
state.proc_fd_table(pid, oldfd) < NR_FILES,
# newfd is in [0, NR_FDS)
newfd >= 0, newfd < NR_FDS,
# newfd does not refer to an open file
state.proc_fd_table(pid, newfd) >= NR_FILES,
)
# make the new state based on the current state
new_state = state.copy()
f = state.proc_fd_table(pid, oldfd)
# newfd refers to the same file as oldfd
new_state.proc_fd_table[pid, newfd] = f
# bump the FD counter for the current process
new_state.proc_nr_fds(pid).inc(newfd)
# bump the counter in the file table
new_state.file_nr_fds(f).inc(pid, newfd)
return valid, new_state

The specification of dup takes as input the current abstract kernel state
and its arguments (oldfd and newfd). Given these inputs, it returns
a validation condition and the new state to which the kernel will
transition if the validation condition is true. And is a built-in logical
operator; NR_FDS and NR_FILES are the size limits of the FD table and
the file table, respectively; and inc bumps a reference counter by one,
taking a parameter to specify the newly referenced resource (used to
formulate reference counting; see Section 4.2.3). For simplicity, we do
not model error codes here.
declarative specification. The state-machine specification of
is abstract: it does not have any undefined behavior as in C, or
impose implementation details like data layout in memory. But it still
requires extra care; for example, the programmer needs to correctly
modify reference counters in the file table when specifying dup. To
improve confidence in its correctness, we also develop a higher-level
declarative specification [129] to better capture programmer intuition
about kernel behavior, in the form of a conjunction of crosscutting
properties that hold across all trap handlers.
Consider a high-level correctness property for reference counting
in the file table: if a file’s reference count is zero, there must be no
FD referring to the file. Programmers can specify this property as
follows:
dup

ForAll([f, pid, fd], Implies(file_nr_fds(f) == 0,
proc_fd_table(pid, fd) != f))
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Here, ForAll and Implies are built-in logical operators. Every trap
handler, including dup, should maintain this property.
More generally, every trap handler should maintain that each file
f’s reference count is equal to the total number of per-process FDs
that refer to f:
file_nr_fds(f)

= |{(pid, fd) | proc_fd_table(pid, fd) = f}|

We provide a library to simplify the task of expressing such reference
counting properties, further explained in Section 4.2.3.
This declarative specification captures the intent of the programmer, ensuring that the state-machine specification—and therefore the
implementation—satisfies desirable crosscutting properties. For reference counting, even if both the state-machine specification and the implementation failed to correctly update a reference counter, the declarative specification would expose the bug. Section 4.5.1 describes one
such bug.
4.1.3 Implementation
The C implementation of dup(oldfd, newfd) in Hyperkernel closely
resembles that in xv6 [32] and Unix V6 [97]. The key difference is
that rather than searching for an unused FD, the code simply checks
whether a given newfd is unused.
Briefly, the Hyperkernel implementation of dup uses the following
data structures:
• a global integer current, representing the current PID;
• a global array procs[NR_PROCS] of struct
ing at most NR_PROCS processes;
• each struct proc contains an array
descriptors to files; and

proc

objects, represent-

ofile[NR_FDS]

mapping file

• a global array files[NR_FILES] representing the file table, mapping files to struct file objects.
The implementation copies the file referred to by oldfd (i.e., procs[current].ofile[oldfd])
into the unused newfd (i.e., procs[current].ofile[newfd]), and increments the corresponding reference counters. It also checks the values
of oldfd and newfd to avoid buffer overflows, as they are supplied by
user space and used to index into the ofile array. We omit the full
code here due to space limitation.
Unlike previous kernel verification projects [79], we have fewer restrictions on the use of C, as the verification will be performed at the
LLVM IR level. For instance, programmers are allowed to use goto or
fall-through switch statements. See Section 4.2 for details.
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representation invariant. The kernel explicitly checks the
validity of values from user space (such as system call arguments), as
they are untrusted. But the validity of values within the kernel is often
implicitly assumed. For example, consider the global variable current,
which holds the PID of the current running process. The implementation of the dup system call uses current to index into the array procs.
To check (rather than assume) that this access does not cause a buffer
overflow, the Hyperkernel programmer has two options: a dynamic
check or a static check.
The dynamic check involves inserting the following test into dup (and
every other system call that uses current):
if (current > 0 && current < NR_PROCS) { ... }

The downside is that this check will always evaluate to true at run
time if the kernel is correctly implemented, unnecessarily bloating
the kernel and wasting CPU cycles.
The static check performs such tests at verification time. To do so,
programmers write the same range check of current, but in a special
check_rep_invariant() function, which describes the representation invariant of kernel data structures. The verifier will try to prove that
every trap handler maintains the representation invariant.
4.1.4 Verification
The verification of Hyperkernel proves two main theorems:
Theorem 8 (Refinement). The kernel implementation is a refinement
of the state-machine specification.
Theorem 9 (Crosscutting). The state-machine specification satisfies
the declarative specification.
Proving Theorem 8 requires programmers to write an equivalence
function (in Python) to establish the correspondence between the kernel data structures in LLVM IR (compiled from C) and the abstract
kernel state. This function takes the form of a conjunction of constraints that relate variables in the implementation to their counterparts in the abstract state. For example, consider the following equivalence constraint:
llvm_global(’@current’) == state.current

On the left-hand side, llvm_global is a helper function that looks up
a symbol current in the LLVM IR (@ indicates a global symbol in
LLVM), which refers to the current PID in the implementation; on
the right-hand side, state.current refers to the current PID in the
abstract state, as defined in Section 4.1.2. Other pairs of variables are
similarly constrained.
Using the equivalence function, the verifier proves Theorem 8 as
follows: it translates both the state-machine specification (written in
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Python) and the implementation (in LLVM IR) into SMT, and checks
whether they move in lock-step for every state transition. The theorem employs a standard definition of refinement (see Section 4.2):
assuming that both start in equivalent states and the representation
invariant holds, prove that they transition to equivalent states and the
representation invariant still holds.
To prove Theorem 9, that the state-machine specification satisfies
the declarative specification (both written in Python), the verifier translates both into SMT and checks that the declarative specification holds
after each state transition assuming that it held beforehand.
test generation. The verifier can find the following classes of
bugs if it fails to prove the two theorems:
• bugs in the implementation (undefined behavior or violation of
the state-machine specification), and
• bugs in the state-machine specification (violation of the declarative specification).
In these cases the verifier attempts to produce a concrete test case
from the Z3 counterexample to help debugging.
For example, if the programmer forgot to validate the system call
parameter oldfd in dup, the verifier would output a stack trace along
with a concrete oldfd value that causes an out-of-bounds access in the
FD table.
As another example, if the programmer forgot to increment the
reference counter in the file table in the dup implementation, the verifier would highlight the clause being violated in the state-machine
specification, along with the following (simplified) explanation:
# kernel state:
[oldfd = 1, newfd = 0, current = 32,
proc_fd_table = [(32, 1) -> 1, else -> -1]
file_nr_fds = [1 -> 1, else -> 0],
@files->struct.file::refcnt = [1 -> 1, else -> 0]
...]
# before (assumption):
ForAll([f],
@files->struct.file::refcnt(f) == file_nr_fds(f))
# after (fail to prove):
ForAll([f]
@files->struct.file::refcnt(f) == If(
f == proc_fd_table(current, oldfd),
file_nr_fds(f) + 1,
file_nr_fds(f)))

This output says that a bug can be triggered by invoking dupfd(1, 0)
within the process of PID 32. The kernel state before the system
call is the following: PID 32 is the current running process; its FD
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1 points to file 1 (with reference counter 1); other FDs and file table
entries are empty. The two ForAll statements highlight the offending states before and after the system call, respectively. Before the
call, the specification and implementation states are equivalent. After the system call, the counter in the specification is correctly updated (i.e., file 1’s counter is incremented by one in file_nr_fds);
however, the counter remains unchanged in the implementation (i.e.,
@files->struct.file::refcnt), which breaks the equivalence function
and so the proof fails.
theorems. The two theorems hold if Z3 cannot find any counterexamples. In particular, Theorem 8 guarantees that the verified
part of the kernel implementation is free of low-level bugs, such as
buffer overflow, division by zero, and null-pointer dereference. It further guarantees functional correctness—that each system call implementation satisfies the state-machine specification.
Theorem 9 guarantees that the state-machine specification is correct with respect to the declarative specification. For example, the
declarative specification in Section 4.1.2 requires that file table reference counters are consistently incremented and decremented in the
state-machine specification.
Note that the theorems do not guarantee the correctness of kernel
initialization and glue code, or the resulting kernel binary. Section 4.4
will introduce separate checkers for the unverified parts of the implementation.
4.1.5 Summary
Using the dup system call, we have illustrated how to design a finite interface, write a state-machine specification and a higher-level
declarative specification, implement it in C, and verify the correctness
in Hyperkernel. The proof effort is low thanks to the use of Z3 and
the kernel interface design. For dup, the proof effort consists mainly
of writing the specifications, one representation invariant on current
(or adding dynamic checks instead), and the equivalence function.
The trusted computing base (TCB) includes the specifications, the
theorems (including the equivalence function), kernel initialization
and glue code, the verifier, and the dependent verification toolchain (i.e.,
Z3, Python, and LLVM). The C frontend to LLVM (including the
LLVM IR optimizer) is not trusted. Hyperkernel also assumes the
correctness of hardware, such as CPU, memory, and IOMMU.
4.2

the verifier

To prove Hyperkernel’s two correctness theorems, the verifier encodes kernel properties in SMT for automated verification. To make
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Figure 10: State transitions in Hyperkernel. At each step process execution
may either stay in user space or trap into the kernel due to system
calls, exceptions, or interrupts. Each trap handler in the kernel
runs to completion with interrupt disabled.

verification scalable, the verifier restricts its use of SMT to an effectively decidable fragment of first-order logic. This section describes
how we use this restriction to guide the design of the formalization.
We first present our model of the kernel behavior as a state machine
(Section 4.2.1), followed by the details of the verification process. In
particular, to verify the C implementation against the state-machine
specification, the verifier translates the semantics of the LLVM IR into
an SMT expression (Section 4.2.2). To check the state-machine specification against the declarative specification (e.g., the correctness of
reference counters), it encodes crosscutting properties in a way that
is amenable to SMT solving (Section 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Modeling kernel behavior
The verifier follows a standard way of modeling a kernel’s execution
as a state machine [77]. As shown in Figure 10, a state transition
can occur in response to either trap handling or user-space execution
(without trapping into the kernel). By design, the execution of a trap
handler in Hyperkernel is atomic: it traps from user space into the
kernel due to system calls, exceptions, or interrupts, runs to completion, and returns to user space. This atomicity simplifies verification
by ruling out interleaved execution, allowing the verifier to reason
about each trap handler in its entirety and independently.
As mentioned earlier, Hyperkernel runs on a uniprocessor system.
However, even in this setting, ensuring the atomic execution of trap
handlers requires Hyperkernel to sidestep concurrency issues that
arise from I/O devices, namely, interrupts and direct memory access
(DMA), as follows.
First, the kernel executes trap handlers with interrupts disabled,
postponing interrupts until the execution returns to user space (which
will trap back into the kernel). By doing so, each trap handler runs to
completion in the kernel.
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Second, since devices may asynchronously modify memory through
DMA, the kernel isolates their effects by restricting DMA to a dedicated memory region (referred to as DMA pages); this isolation is implemented through mechanisms such as Intel’s VT-d Protected Memory Regions [67] and AMD’s Device Exclusion Vector [2] configured
at boot time. In addition, the kernel conservatively considers DMA
pages volatile (see Section 4.2.2), where memory reads return arbitrary
values. In doing so, a DMA write that occurs during kernel execution
is effectively equivalent to a no-op with respect to the kernel state,
removing the need to explicitly model DMA.
With this model, we now define kernel correctness in terms of statemachine refinement. Formally, we denote each state transition (e.g.,
trap handling) by a transition function f that maps the current state s
and input x (e.g., system call arguments) to the next state f(s, x). Let
fspec and fimpl be the transition functions for the specification and implementation of the same state transition, respectively. Let I be the
representation invariant of the implementation (Section 4.1.3). Let
sspec ∼ simpl denote that specification state sspec and implementation
state simpl are equivalent according to the programmer-defined equivalence function (Section 4.1.4). We write sspec ∼I simpl as a shorthand
for I(simpl ) ∧ (sspec ∼ simpl ), which states that the representation invariant holds in the implementation and both states are equivalent. With
this notation, we define refinement as follows:
Definition 1 (Specification-Implementation Refinement). The kernel
implementation is a refinement of the state-machine specification if
the following holds for each pair of state transition functions fspec and
fimpl :
∀sspec , simpl , x. sspec ∼I simpl ⇒ fspec (sspec , x) ∼I fimpl (simpl , x)
To prove kernel correctness (Theorem 8), the verifier computes the
SMT encoding of fspec and fimpl for each transition function f, as well
as the representation invariant I (which is the same for all state transitions). The verifier then asks Z3 to prove the validity of the formula
in 1 by showing its negation to be unsatisfiable. The verifier computes
fspec by evaluating the state-machine specification written in Python.
To compute fimpl and I, it performs exhaustive (all-paths) symbolic
execution over the LLVM IR of kernel code. If Z3 finds the query
unsatisfiable, verification succeeds. Otherwise, if Z3 returns a counterexample, the verifier constructs a test case (Section 4.1.4).
Proving crosscutting properties (Theorem 9) is simpler. Since a
declarative specification defines a predicate P over the abstract kernel state, the verifier checks whether P holds during each transition
of the state-machine specification. More formally:
Definition 2 (State-Machine Specification Correctness). The state-machine
specification satisfies the declarative specification P if the following
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holds for every state transition fspec starting from state sspec with input x:
∀sspec , x. P(sspec ) ⇒ P(fspec (sspec , x))
To prove a crosscutting property P, the verifier computes the SMT
encoding of P and fspec from the respective specifications (both in
Python), and invokes Z3 on the negation of the formula in 2. As before, verification succeeds if Z3 finds this query unsatisfiable.
Note that the verifier assumes the correctness of kernel initialization, leaving the validation to a boot checker (see Section 4.4). Specifically, for Theorem 8, it assumes the initial state of the implementation
satisfies the representation invariant I; for Theorem 9, it assumes the
initial state of the state-machine specification satisfies the predicate P.
4.2.2 Reasoning about LLVM IR
LLVM IR is a code representation that has been widely used for building compilers and bug-finding tools (e.g., KLEE [21]). We choose it as
our verification target for two reasons. One, its semantics is simple
compared to C and exhibits fewer undefined behaviors. Two, compared to x86 assembly, it retains high-level information, such as types,
and does not include machine-specific details like the stack pointer.
To construct an SMT expression for each trap handler, the verifier
performs symbolic execution over its LLVM IR. Specifically, the symbolic execution uses the self-finitization strategy [151]: it simply unrolls
all the loops and exhaustively traverses every code branch. In doing
so, the verifier assumes that the implementation of every trap handler
is finite. If not, symbolic execution diverges and verification fails.
The symbolic execution consists of two steps: it emits checks to
preclude any undefined behavior in the LLVM IR, and maps LLVM
IR into SMT, as detailed next.
precluding undefined behavior The verifier must prove that
each trap handler is free of undefined behavior. There are three types
of undefined behavior in LLVM IR: immediate undefined behavior,
undefined values, and poison values [99]. The verifier handles each
case conservatively, as follows:
• Immediate undefined behavior indicates errors, such as division
by zero. The verifier emits a side check to ensure the responsible
conditions do not occur (e.g., divisors must be non-zero).
• Undefined values are a form of deferred undefined behavior,
representing arbitrary bits (e.g., from uninitialized memory reads).
The verifier represents undefined values with fresh symbolic
variables, which may take any concrete value.
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• Poison values are like undefined values, but trigger immediate undefined behavior if they reach side-effecting operations.
They were introduced to enable certain optimizations, but are
known to have subtle semantics; there are ongoing discussions
in the LLVM community on removing them (e.g., see Lee et al.
[92]). The verifier takes a simple approach: it guards LLVM instructions that may produce poison values with conditions that
avoid poison, effectively treating them as immediate undefined
behavior.
encoding llvm ir in smt With undefined behavior precluded,
it is straightforward for the verifier to map LLVM types and instructions to SMT. For instance, an n-bit LLVM integer maps to an nbit SMT bit-vector; LLVM’s add instruction maps to SMT’s bit-vector
addition; and regular memory accesses map to uninterpreted function operations [110]. Volatile memory accesses (e.g., DMA pages and
memory-mapped device registers), however, require special care: the
verifier conservatively maps a volatile read to a fresh symbolic variable that may take any concrete value.
The verifier also allows programmers to provide an abstract model
in SMT for inline assembly code. This model is trusted and not verified. Hyperkernel currently uses this support for modeling TLB flush
instructions.
The verifier supports a substantial subset of LLVM IR. It does not
support exceptions, integer-to-pointer conversions, floating point types,
or vector types (e.g., for SSE instructions), as they are not used by Hyperkernel.
4.2.3 Encoding crosscutting properties
To achieve scalable verification, the verifier restricts the use of SMT
to an effectively decidable fragment of first-order logic. The emitted
encoding from both LLVM IR and the state-machine specification consists largely of quantifier-free formulas in decidable theories (i.e., bitvectors and equality with uninterpreted functions).
The exception to this encoding discipline is the use of quantifiers in
the high-level, declarative specification. In particular, we use quantifiers to specify properties about two common resource management
patterns in Unix-like kernels: that a resource is exclusively owned
by one object, and that a shared resource is consistently referencecounted. While such quantified formulas are decidable, encoding them
in SMT requires caution—naïve encodings can easily cause the solver
to enumerate the search space and fail to terminate within a reasonable amount of time. We next describe SMT encodings that scale well
in practice.
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specifying exclusive ownership. Exclusive ownership properties are common in kernel resource management. For example, each
process has its own separate address space, and so the page table root
of a process must be exclusively owned by a single process. In general,
such properties can be expressed in the following form:
∀o, o 0 ∈ O. own(o) = own(o 0 ) ⇒ o = o 0
Here, O is a set of kernel objects (e..g, processes) that can refer to
resources such as pages, and own is a function that maps an object
to a resource (e.g., the page frame number of the page table root of a
process). This encoding, however, does not work well in practice.
For effective verification, we reformulate the naïve encoding in a
standard way [110] by observing that the own function must be injective due to exclusive ownership. In particular, there exists an inverse
function owned-by such that:
∀o ∈ O. owned-by(own(o)) = o
The verifier provides a library using this encoding: it asks programmers to provide the inverse function, which usually already exists in
the state-machine specification (e.g., a map from a page to its owner
process), hiding the rest of the encoding details from programmers.
specifying reference-counted shared ownership. Referencecounted shared ownership is a more general resource management
pattern. For example, two processes may refer to the same file through
their FDs. The corresponding crosscutting property (described in Section 4.1.2) is that the reference count of a file must equal the number
of per-process FDs that refer to this file. As another example, the number of children of a process p must equal the number of processes that
designate p as their parent.
In general, such properties require the reference count of a shared
kernel resource (e.g., a file) to equal the size of the set of kernel objects (e.g., per-process FDs) that refer to it. Formally, verifying such a
property involves checking the validity of the formula:
∀r. refcnt(r) = |{o ∈ O | own(o) = r}|
Here, refcnt is a function that maps a resource r to its reference count;
O is the set of kernel objects that can hold references to such resources;
and own maps an object o in O to the resource it refers to.
We encode the above property for scalable verification by observing
that if an object r has reference count refcnt(r), there must be a way to
permute the elements of O such that exactly the first refcnt(r) objects
in O refer to r.
In particular, the verifier encodes the reference counting property
in two parts. First, for each resource r, a permutation π orders the
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Figure 11: Memory layout in Hyperkernel: boot memory is used only during kernel initialization; shaded regions are accessible only by the
CPU; and crosshatched regions are accessible by both the CPU
and I/O devices.

objects of O so that only the first refcnt(r) objects refer to the resource
r:
∀r. ∀0 6 i < |O|.
own(π(r, i)) = r ⇒ i < refcnt(r) ∧
own(π(r, i)) 6= r ⇒ i > refcnt(r)
Second, π must be a valid permutation (i.e., a bijection), so there exists
an inverse function π−1 such that:


∀r. ∀0 6 i < |O|. π−1 (r, π(r, i)) = i ∧


∀o ∈ O. π(r, π−1 (r, o)) = o
A library hides these details from programmers (see Section 4.1.2).
4.3
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This section describes how to apply the finite-interface design and
make Hyperkernel amenable to automated verification. We start with
an overview of the design rationale (Section 4.3.1), followed by common patterns of finitizing the kernel interface (Section 4.3.2). The interface allows us to implement user-space libraries to support file
systems and networking (Section 4.3.3). We end this section with a
discussion of limitations (Section 4.3.4).
4.3.1 Design overview
To make the kernel interface finite, Hyperkernel combines OS design
ideas from three main sources—Dune [11], exokernels [41, 75], and
seL4 [78, 79]—as follows.
processes through hardware virtualization. Unlike conventional Unix-like kernels, Hyperkernel provides the abstraction of
a process using Intel VT-x and AMD-V virtualization support. The
kernel runs as a host and user processes runs as guests (in ring 0),
similarly to Dune [11]. Trap handlers are implemented as VM-exit
handlers, in response to hypercalls (to implement system calls), preemption timer expiration, exceptions, and interrupts.
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This approach has two advantages. First, it allows the kernel and
user space to have separate page tables; the kernel simply uses an
identity mapping for its own address space. Compared to previous
address space designs (e.g., seL4 [79, 81]), this design sidesteps the
need to reason about virtual-to-physical mapping for kernel code,
simplifying verification.
Second, the use of virtualization safely exposes the interrupt descriptor table (IDT) to user processes. This allows the CPU to deliver exceptions (e.g., general protection or page fault) directly to user
space, removing the kernel from most exception handling paths. In
addition to performance benefits [11, 150], this design reduces the
amount of kernel code that needs verification—Hyperkernel handles
VM-exits due to “triple faults” from processes only, leaving the rest
of exception handling to user space.
explicit resource management. Similarly to exokernels [41],
Hyperkernel requires user space to explicitly make resource allocation decisions. For instance, a system call for page allocation requires
user space to provide a page number. The kernel simply checks whether
the given resource is free, rather than searching for a free one itself.
This approach has two advantages. First, it avoids loops in the kernel and so makes verification scalable. Second, it can be implemented
using array-based data structures, which the verifier can easily translate into SMT; it avoids reasoning about linked data structures (e.g.,
lists and trees), which are not well supported by solvers.
On the other hand, reclaiming resources often requires a loop, such
as freeing all pages from a zombie process. To keep the kernel interface finite, Hyperkernel safely pushes such loops to user space. For
example, Hyperkernel provides a system call for user space to explicitly reclaim a page. In doing so, the kernel reclaims only a finite
number of resources within each system call, avoiding long-running
kernel operations altogether [40]. Note that the reclamation system
call allows any process to reclaim a page from a zombie process, without the need for a special user process to perform garbage collection.
typed pages. Figure 11 depicts the memory layout of Hyperkernel. It contains three categories of memory regions:
• Boot memory is used during kernel initialization only (e.g., for
the kernel’s identity-mapping page table) and freezes after booting.
• The main chunk of memory is used to keep kernel metadata
for resources (e.g., processes, files, and pages), as well as “RAM
pages” holding kernel and user data.
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• There are two volatile memory regions: DMA pages, which restrict DMA (Section 4.2.1); and PCI pages (i.e., the “PCI hole”),
which are mapped to device registers.
“RAM pages” are typed similarly to seL4: user processes retype pages
through system calls, for instance, turning a free page into a pagetable page, a page frame, or a stack. The kernel uses page metadata
to track the type and ownership of each page and decide whether to
allow such system calls.
4.3.2

Designing finite interfaces

We have designed Hyperkernel’s system call interface following the
rationale in Section 4.3.1. In particular, using xv6 and POSIX as our
basis, we have made the Hyperkernel interface finite and amenable
to push-button verification. This design leads to several common patterns described below. We also show how these patterns help ensure desired crosscutting properties, verified as part of the declarative
specification.
enforcing resource lifetime through reference counters. As mentioned earlier, the kernel provides system calls for
user space to explicitly reclaim resources, such as processes, file descriptors, and pages. To avoid resource leaks, the kernel needs to
carefully enforce their lifetime. For example, before it reaps a zombie process and reclaims its PID, the kernel needs to ensure that all
the open file descriptors and pages associated with this process have
been reclaimed, and that all its child processes have been re-parented
(e.g., to init).
To do so, Hyperkernel reuses much of xv6’s process structure and
augments it with a set of reference counters to track its resource usage, such as the number of FDs, pages, and children. Reaping a process succeeds only if all of its reference counters are already zero.
As an example, recall that in Section 4.2.3 we have verified the
correctness of the reference counter of the number of children:
Property 1. For any process p, the value of its reference counter
nr_children in the process structure must equal the number of processes with p as its parent.
We use this property to ensure that user space must have re-parented
all the children of a process before reaping the process, by proving
the following:
Property 2. If a process p is marked as free, no process designates p
as its parent.
We have verified similar properties for other resources that can be
owned by a process. Such properties ensures that the kernel does not
leak resources when it reaps a process.
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enforcing fine-grained protection. Some POSIX system
calls have complex semantics. One example is fork and exec for process creation: fork needs to search for a free PID and free pages, duplicate resources (e.g., pages and file descriptors), and add the child
process to the scheduler; exec needs to discard the current page table,
read an ELF executable file from disk, and load it into memory. It is
non-trivial to formally specify the behavior of these complex system
calls let alone verify their implementations.
Instead, Hyperkernel provides a primitive system call for process
creation in an exokernel fashion [75]. It creates a minimal process
structure with three pages (i.e., the virtual machine control structure,
the page table root, and the stack), leaving much of the work (e.g.,
resource duplication and ELF loading) to user-space libraries. This
approach does not guarantee, for instance, that an ELF executable
file is correctly loaded, though bugs in user-space libraries will be
confined to that process.
This primitive system call is easier to specify, implement, and verify.
As in exokernels, it still guarantees isolation. For example, we have
proved the following in Section 4.2.3:
Property 3. The page of the page table root of a process p is exclusively owned by p.
Similarly, Hyperkernel exposes fine-grained virtual memory management. In particular, it provides page-table allocation through four
primitive system calls: starting from the page table root, each system
call retypes a free page and extends the page table to the next level.
Memory allocation operations such as mmap and brk are implemented
by user-space libraries using these system calls. This design is similar
to seL4 and Barrelfish [9], but using page metadata rather than capabilities. The system calls follow xv6’s semantics, where processes do
not share pages. We have proved the following:
Property 4. Each writable entry in a page-table page of process p
must refer to a next-level page exclusively owned by p.
Combining Properties 3 and 4, we have constructed an abstract
model of page walking to prove the following memory isolation property:
Property 5. Given any virtual address in process p, if the virtual address maps to a writable page through a four-level page walk, that
page must be exclusively owned by p, and its type must be a page
frame.
This property ensures that a process can modify only its own pages,
and that it cannot bypass isolation by directly modifying pages of critical types (e.g., page-table pages). We have proved similar properties
for readable page-table entries and virtual addresses. In addition, Hyperkernel provides fine-grained system calls for managing IOMMU
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page tables, with similar isolation properties (omitted for brevity).
Section 4.5.1 will describe bugs caught by these isolation properties.
validating linked data structures. As mentioned earlier,
Hyperkernel uses arrays to keep metadata. For instance, for page allocation the kernel checks whether a user-supplied page is free using
an array for the page metadata; user space can implement its own
data structures to find a free page efficiently. However, this technique
does not preclude the use of linked data structures in the kernel. Currently, Hyperkernel maintains two linked lists: a free list of pages and
a ready list of processes. They are not necessary for functionality, but
can help simplify user-space implementations.
Take the free list as an example. The kernel embeds a linked list of
free pages in the page metadata (mapped as read-only to user space).
This free list serves as suggestions to user processes: they may choose
to allocate free pages from this list or to implement their own bookkeeping mechanism. For the kernel, the correctness of page allocation
is not affected by the use of the free list, as the kernel still validates a
user-supplied page as before—if the page is not free, page allocation
fails. This approach thus adds negligible work to the verifier, as it
does not need to verify the full functional correctness of these lists.
4.3.3

User-space libraries

bootstrapping. Like xv6, Hyperkernel loads and executes a special init process after booting. Unlike xv6, init has access to the IDT
and sets up user-level exception handling. Another notable difference
is that instead of using syscall, user space uses hypercall (e.g., vmcall)
instructions to invoke the kernel. We have implemented a libc that is
source compatible with xv6, which helps in porting xv6 user programs.
file system. We have ported the xv6 journaling file system to
run on top of Hyperkernel as a dedicated file server process. The file
system can be configured to run either as an in-memory file system or
with an NVM Express disk, the driver for which uses IOMMU system
calls provided by the kernel. While the file system is not verified, we
hope to incorporate recent efforts in file system verification [5, 23,
142] in the future.
network. We have implemented a user-space driver for the E1000
network card (through IOMMU system calls) and ported lwIP [35] to
run as a dedicated network server. We have implemented a simple
HTTP server and client, capable of serving a git repository hosting
this chapter.
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linux user emulation. We have implemented an emulator to
execute unmodified, statically linked Linux binaries. Since the user
space is running as ring 0, the emulator simply intercepts syscall
instructions and mimics the behavior of Linux system calls, similar to
Dune [11]. The current implementation is incomplete, though it can
run programs such as gzip, sha1sum, Z3, and the benchmarks we use
in Section 4.5.4.
4.3.4 Limitations
The use of hardware virtualization in Hyperkernel simplifies verification by separating kernel and user address spaces, and by pushing
exception handling into user space. This design choice does not come
for free: the (trusted) initialization code is substantially larger and
more complex, and the overhead of hypercalls is higher compared to
syscall instructions, as we evaluate in Section 4.5.4.
Hyperkernel’s data structures are designed for efficient verification
with SMT solvers. The kernel relies on arrays, since the verifier can
translate them into uninterpreted functions for efficient reasoning. It
uses linked data structures through validation, such as the free list
of pages and the ready list of processes. Though this design is safe,
the verifier does not guarantee that the free list contains all the free
pages, or that the scheduler is free of starvation. Incorporating recent
progress in automated verification of linked data structures may help
with such properties [126, 166].
Hyperkernel requires a finite interface. Many POSIX system calls
(e.g., fork, exec, and mmap) are non-finite, as they perform a number
of operations. As another example, the seL4 interface, in particular
revoking capabilities, is also non-finite, as it involves potentially unbounded loops over recursive data structures [40]. Verifying these
interfaces requires more expressive logics and is difficult using SMT.
The Hyperkernel verifier works on LLVM IR. Its correctness guarantees therefore do not extend to the C code or the final binary. For
example, the verifier will miss undefined behavior bugs in the C code
if they do not manifest as undefined behavior in the LLVM IR (e.g., if
the C frontend employs a specific interpretation of undefined behavior).
Finally, Hyperkernel inherits some limitations from xv6. It does
not support threads, copy-on-write fork, shared pages, or Unix permissions. Unlike xv6, Hyperkernel runs on a uniprocessor system
and does not provide multicore support. Exploring finite-interface
designs to support these features is left to future work.

4.4 checkers

4.4

checkers

The Hyperkernel theorems provide correctness guarantees for trap
handlers. However, they do not cover kernel initialization or glue
code. Verifying these components would require constructing a machinelevel specification for x86 (including hardware virtualization), which
is particularly challenging due to its complexity. We therefore resort
to testing and analysis for these cases, as detailed next.
boot checker. Theorem 8 guarantees that the representation invariant (e.g., current is always a valid PID) holds after each trap handler if it held beforehand. However, it does not guarantee that the
invariant holds initially.
Recall that the verifier asks programmers to write the representation invariant in C in a special check_rep_invariant function (Section 4.1.2). To check that the representation invariant holds initially,
we modify the kernel implementation to simply call this function before it starts the first user process init; the kernel panics if the check
fails.
Similarly, Theorem 9 guarantees that the predicate P holds after
each transition in the state-machine specification if it held beforehand.
But it does not guarantee that P is not vacuous—P may never hold in
any state. To preclude such a bug in the declarative specification, we
show P is not vacuous by constructing an initial state and checking
that it satisfies P.
stack checker. LLVM IR does not model machine details such
as the stack. Therefore, the verification of Hyperkernel, which is at
the LLVM IR level, does not preclude run-time failures due to stack
overflow. We implement a static checker for the x86 assembly generated by the LLVM backend; it builds a call graph and conservatively
estimates the maximum stack space used by trap handlers. Running
the checker shows that they all execute within the kernel stack size
(4 KiB).
link checker. The verifier assumes that symbols in the LLVM
IR do not overlap. We implement a static checker to ensure that the
linker maintains this property in the final kernel image. The checker
reads the memory address and size of each symbol from the kernel
image and checks that all the symbols reside in disjoint memory regions.
4.5

experience

This section reports on our experience in developing Hyperkernel, as
well as its verification and run-time performance.
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verifier
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verifier
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integer overflow in exec
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signedness error in exec
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alignedness error in exec

#
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Figure 12: Bugs found and fixed in xv6 in the past year and whether they
can be prevented in Hyperkernel:
means the bug can be prevented through the verifier or checkers; and #
G means the bug can be prevented in the kernel but can
happen in user space.

4.5.1 Bug discussion
To understand how effective the verifier and checkers are in preventing bugs in Hyperkernel, we examine the git commit log of xv6 from
January 2016 to July 2017. Even though xv6 is a fairly mature and
widely used teaching OS, during this time period the authors have
found and fixed a total of ten bugs in the xv6 kernel. We manually
analyze these bugs and determine whether they can occur in Hyperkernel. We exclude two lock-related bugs as they do not apply to
Hyperkernel. Figure 12 shows the eight remaining bugs. In summary:
• Five bugs cannot occur in Hyperkernel: four would be caught
by the verifier as they would trigger undefined behavior or violate functional correctness; and one buffer overflow bug would
be caught either by the verifier or the boot checker.
• Three bugs are in xv6’s exec system call for ELF loading; Hyperkernel implements ELF loading in user space, and thus similar
bugs can happen there, but will not harm the kernel.
During the development of Hyperkernel, the verifier identified several bugs in our C code. Examples included incorrect assertions that
could crash the kernel and missing sanity checks on system call arguments. The declarative specification also uncovered three interesting
bugs in the state-machine specification, as described below.
The first bug was due to inconsistencies in the file table. To decide
the availability of a slot in the file table, some system calls checked
whether the reference count was zero (Figure 9), while others checked
whether the file type was a special value (FD_NONE); in some cases both
fields were not updated consistently. Both the state-machine specification and the implementation had the same bug. It was caught by
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the reference counting property (Section 4.1.2) in the declarative specification.
The other two bugs were caused by incorrect lifetime management
in the IOMMU system calls. Hyperkernel exposes system calls to
manage two IOMMU data structures: a device table that maps a device to the root of an IOMMU page table, and an IOMMU page table
for address translation. To avoid dangling references, the kernel must
invalidate a device-table entry before reclaiming pages of the IOMMU
page table referenced by the entry. Initially, both the state-machine
specification and the implementation failed to enforce this requirement, violating the isolation property (Section 4.3.2) in the declarative
specification: an IOMMU page walk must end at a page frame (i.e., it
cannot resolve to a free page). A similar bug was found in the system
call for invalidating entries in the interrupt remapping table.
Our experience with the declarative specification suggests that it is
particularly useful for exposing corner cases in the design of the kernel interface. We share some of Reid’s observations [129]: high-level
declarative specifications capture properties across many parts of the
system, which are often difficult for humans to keep track of. They
are also more intuitive for expressing the design intent and easier to
translate into natural language for understanding.
4.5.2 Development effort
Figure 13 shows the size of the Hyperkernel codebase. The development effort took several researchers about a year. We spent most of
this time experimenting with different system designs and verification techniques, as detailed next.
system designs. The project went through three major revisions.
We wrote the initial kernel implementation in the Rust programming
language. Our hope was that the memory-safety guarantee provided
by the language would simplify the verification of kernel code. We
decided to abandon this plan for two reasons. One, Rust’s ownership
model posed difficulties, because our kernel is single-threaded but
has many entry points, each of which must establish ownership of
any memory it uses [95]. Two, it was challenging to formalize the semantics of Rust due to the complexity of its type system—see recent
efforts by Jung et al. [74] and Reed [128].
Our second implementation was in C, with a more traditional OS
design on x86-64: the kernel resided at the top half of the virtual address space. As mentioned earlier, this design complicated reasoning
about kernel code—every kernel pointer dereference needed to be
mapped to the corresponding physical address. We started to look
for architectural support that would simplify reasoning about virtual
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Component

Lines

Languages

kernel implementation

7,419

C, assembly

representation invariant

197

C

state-machine specification

804

Python

declarative specification

263

Python

user-space implementation
verifier

10,025

C, assembly

2,878

C++, Python

Figure 13: Lines of code for each component.

memory; ideally, it would allow us to run the kernel with an identity
mapping, in a separate address space from user code.
Hyperkernel is our third attempt. We started with xv6, borrowing
the idea of processes as guests from Dune [11], and tailoring it for
verification. For instance, Dune uses the Extended Page Tables (EPT)
and allows user space to directly control its own %CR3. Hyperkernel
disallows the EPT due to its unnecessary complexity and address
translation overhead, instead providing system calls for page-table
management. With the ideas described in Section 4.3, we were able to
finish the verification with a low proof burden.
verification and debugging. As illustrated in Section 4.1, verifying a new system call in Hyperkernel (after implementing it in C)
requires three steps: write a state-machine specification (in Python);
relate data structures in LLVM IR to the abstract kernel state in the
equivalence function (in Python); and add checks in the representation invariant if needed (in C).
Our initial development time was spent mostly on the first step.
During that process, we developed high-level libraries for encoding
common crosscutting properties (Section 4.2.3) and for mapping data
structures in LLVM IR to abstract state. With these components in
place, and assuming no changes to the declarative specification, one
of the authors can verify a new system call implementation within an
hour.
As it is unlikely to write bug-free code on the first try, we found
that counterexamples produced by Z3 are useful for debugging during development. At first, the generated test case was often too big
for manual inspection, as it contained the entire kernel state (e.g., the
process table, the file table, as well as FDs and page tables). We then
added support in the verifier for minimizing the state and highlighting offending predicates that were violated.
In our experience, Z3 was usually able to generate counterexamples for implementation bugs that violated Theorem 8. However, for
violations of Theorem 9 (e.g., bugs in the state-machine specification),
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Figure 14: Verification time in minutes with Z3 commits over time. The
dashed lines represent Z3 releases.

Z3 sometimes failed to do so if the size of the counterexample was
too big. We worked around this issue by temporarily lowering system
parameters for debugging (e.g., limiting the maximum number of processes or pages to a small value). This reduction helps Z3 construct
small counterexamples, and also makes it easier to understand the
bug. As hypothesized by Jackson [68], we found these “small counterexamples” sufficient for finding and fixing bugs in Hyperkernel.
smt encodings. Hyperkernel benefits from the use of SMT solvers
for verification. However, SMT is no silver bullet: naïve encodings can
easily overwhelm the solver, and given a non-finite interface, there
may not be efficient SMT encodings. At present, there is no general
recipe for developing interfaces or encodings that are amenable to
effective SMT solving. We hope that more work in this direction can
help future projects achieve scalable and stable verification.
Based on lessons learned from Yggdrasil, we designed the kernel
to be event driven with fine-grained event handlers (i.e., trap handlers). This design simplifies verification as it avoids reasoning about
interleaved execution of handlers; it also limits the size of SMT expressions generated from symbolic execution. In addition, Hyperkernel restricts the use of quantifiers to a few high-level properties
in the declarative specification (Section 4.2.3). Compared to other
SMT-based verification projects like Ironclad [61] and IronFleet [62],
this practice favors proof automation and verification scalability. The
trade-off is that it requires more care in interface design and encodings, and it limits the types of properties that can be verified (Section 4.3.4).
4.5.3

Verification performance

Using Z3 4.5.0, verifying the two main Hyperkernel theorems takes
about 15 minutes on an eight-core Intel Core i7-7700K processor. On
a single core it takes a total of roughly 45 minutes: 12 and 33 minutes
for verifying Theorems 8 and 9, respectively.
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To understand the stability of this result, we also verified Hyperkernel using the first Z3 git commit in each month since January
2016. None of these versions found a counterexample to correctness.
Figure 14 shows the verification time for these commits; the performance is mostly stable, with occasional spikes due to Z3 regressions
and heuristic changes.
The Hyperkernel verification uses fixed values of some important
constants (e.g., the maximum number of pages), derived from xv6. To
check the robustness of the verification to changes in these parameters, we tried verifying Hyperkernel with different values to ensure
that they did not cause substantial increases in verification time. In
particular, we increased the maximum number of pages (the largest
value among the parameters) by 2×, 4×, and 100×; and did not observe a noticeable increase in verification time. This result suggests
that the finite-interface design described in Section 4.1.1 and the SMT
encodings described in Section 4.2.3 are effective, as verification performance does not depend on the size of kernel state.
4.5.4 Run-time performance
To evaluate the run-time performance of Hyperkernel, we adopt benchmarks from Dune [11], excluding those that do not apply to Hyperkernel (e.g., ptrace). Figure 15 compares Hyperkernel run-time performance (in cycles) to Linux (4.8.0) on four benchmarks. The Hyp-Linux
results run the unmodified Linux benchmark binary on Hyperkernel
using the Linux emulation layer (Section 4.3.3), while the Hyperkernel results are from a ported version of the benchmark. All results are
from an Intel Core i7-7700K processor.
The syscall benchmark measures a simple system call—sys_nop on
Hyperkernel, and gettid (which performs minimal work) on Linux
and Hyp-Linux. The 5× overhead on Hyperkernel is due to the overhead of making a hypercall, as measured in Section 4.5.5. Hyp-Linux’s
emulation layer services system calls within the same process, rather
than with a hypercall, and so its performance is close to Linux.
The fault benchmark measures the cycles to invoke a user-space
page fault handler after a fault. Hyperkernel outperforms Linux because faults can be delivered directly to user space, thanks to virtualization support; the Linux kernel must first catch the fault and then
upcall to user space.
The appel1 and appel2 benchmarks, described by Appel and Li [6],
measure memory management performance with repeated (un)protection
and faulting accesses to protected pages. Hyperkernel outperforms
Linux here for the same reason as the earlier fault benchmark.
These results are consistent with the comparison between Dune
and Linux [11]: for the worst-case scenarios, the use of hypercalls
incurs a 5× overhead compared to syscall; on the other hand, de-
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452,611
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Figure 15: Cycle counts of benchmarks running on Linux, Hyperkernel, and
Hyp-Linux (the Linux emulation layer for Hyperkernel).

pending on the workload, application performance may also benefit
from virtualization (e.g., fast user-level exceptions).
The current user-space file system and network stack (Section 4.3.3)
is a placeholder for demonstrating the usability of the kernel interface. We hope to incorporate high-performance stacks [12, 121] in the
future.
4.5.5 Reflections on hardware support
Hyperkernel’s use of virtualization simplifies verification, but replaces
system calls with hypercalls. To understand the hardware trend of
syscall and hypercall instructions, we measured the round-trip latency on recent x86 microarchitectures. The results are shown in Figure 16: the “syscall” column measures the cost of a syscall/sysret
pair, and the “hypercall” column measures the cost of a vmcall/vmresume
pair (or vmmcall/vmrun on AMD).
Our observation is that while hypercalls on x86 are slower by approximately an order of magnitude due to the switch between root
and non-root modes, their performance has significantly improved
over recent years [3]. For non-x86 architectures like ARM, the system
call and hypercall instructions have similar performance [33], and so
exploring Hyperkernel on ARM would be attractive future work [72].
4.6

related work

verified os kernels. OS kernel verification has long been a
research objective. Early efforts in this direction include UCLA Secure Unix [154], PSOS [44], and KIT [14]; see Klein et al. [79] for an
overview.
The seL4 verified kernel demonstrated, for the first time, the feasibility of constructing a machine-checkable formal proof of functional
correctness for a general-purpose kernel [78, 79]. Hyperkernel’s design is inspired in several places by seL4, as discussed in Section 4.3.1.
In contrast to seL4, however, we aimed to keep Hyperkernel’s design
as close to a classic Unix-like kernel as possible, while enabling au-
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Figure 16: Cycle counts of syscalls and hypercalls on x86 processors; each
result averages 50 million trials.

tomated verification with SMT solvers. In support of this goal, we
made the Hyperkernel interface finite, avoiding unbounded loops, recursion, or complex data structures.
Ironclad establishes end-to-end security properties from the application layer down to kernel assembly [61]. Ironclad builds on the
Verve type-safe kernel [159], and uses the Dafny verifier [93], which
is built on Z3, to help automate proofs. Similarly, ExpressOS [101]
verifies security properties of a kernel using Dafny. As discussed in
Section 4.5.2, Hyperkernel focuses on system designs for minimizing verification efforts and restricts its use of Z3 for better proof automation. Hyperkernel also verifies at the LLVM IR layer (trusting the
LLVM backend as a result) rather than Verve’s assembly.
Examples of recent progress in verifying concurrent OS kernels include CertiKOS with multicore support [55] and Xu et al.’s framework
for reasoning about interrupts in the µC/OS-II kernel [158]. Both
projects use the Coq interactive theorem prover [149] to construct
proofs, taking 2 and 5.5 person-years, respectively. The Hyperkernel
verifier does not reason about multicore or interrupts in the kernel.
Investigating automated reasoning for concurrent kernels would be a
promising direction.
co-designing systems with proof automation. As discussed
in Section 4.5.2, Hyperkernel builds on the lessons learned from Yggdrasil. Yggdrasil defines file system correctness as crash refinement:
possible disk states after a crash are a subset of those allowed by
the specification. In contrast, Hyperkernel need not model crashes,
but needs to reason about reference counting (Section 4.2.3). Moreover, Yggdrasil file systems are implemented and verified in Python;
Hyperkernel is written in C and verified as LLVM IR, removing the
dependency on the Python runtime from the final binary.
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Reflex automates the verification of event-driven systems in Coq [131],
by carefully restricting both the expressiveness of the implementation
language and the class of properties to be verified. Hyperkernel and
Reflex share some design principles, such as avoiding unbounded
loops. But thanks to its use of SMT solvers for verification, Hyperkernel can prove a richer class of properties, at the cost of an enlarged
TCB.
os design. Hyperkernel borrows ideas from Dune [11], in which
each process is virtualized and so has more direct control over hardware features such as interrupt vectors [11]. This allows Hyperkernel to use a separate identity mapping for the kernel address space,
avoiding the need to reason about virtual-to-physical mapping. Hyperkernel also draws inspiration from Exokernel [41], which offers
low-level hardware access to applications for extensibility. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, this design enables finite interfaces and thus
efficient SMT-based verification.
llvm verification. Several projects have developed formal semantics of LLVM IR. For example, the Vellvm project [172] formalizes
LLVM IR in Coq; Alive [99] formalizes LLVM IR to verify the correctness of compiler optimizations; SMACK [127] translates LLVM IR to
the Boogie verification language [8]; KLEE [21] and UFO [4] translate
LLVM IR to SMT for verification; and Vigor uses a modified KLEE as
part of its toolchain to verify a network address translator [164].
The Hyperkernel verifier also translates LLVM IR to SMT to prove
Theorem 8 (Section 4.2.2). Compared to other approaches, Hyperkernel’s verifier unrolls all loops and recursion to simplify automated
reasoning, requiring programmers to ensure kernel code is self-finitizing [151].
The verifier also uses a simple memory model tailored for kernel verification, translating memory accesses to uninterpreted functions.
4.7

conclusion

Hyperkernel is an OS kernel formally verified with a high degree
of proof automation and low proof burden. It achieves push-button
verification by finitizing kernel interfaces, using hardware virtualization to simplify reasoning about virtual memory, and working at the
LLVM IR level to avoid modeling C semantics. Our experience shows
that Hyperkernel can prevent a large class of bugs, including those
previously found in the xv6 kernel. We believe that Hyperkernel offers a promising direction for future design of verified kernels and
other low-level software, by co-designing the system with proof automation. All of Hyperkernel’s source code is publicly available at
http://unsat.cs.washington.edu/projects/hyperkernel/.

5

NICKEL: A FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN AND
V E R I F I C AT I O N O F I N F O R M AT I O N F L O W
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Nickel is a framework that helps developers design and verify information flow control systems by systematically eliminating covert
channels inherent in the interface, which can be exploited to circumvent the enforcement of information flow policies. Nickel provides a
formulation of noninterference amenable to automated verification,
allowing developers to specify an intended policy of permitted information flows. It invokes the Z3 SMT solver to verify that both an
interface specification and an implementation satisfy noninterference
with respect to the policy; if verification fails, it generates counterexamples to illustrate covert channels that cause the violation.
Using Nickel, we have designed, implemented, and verified NiStar,
the first OS kernel for decentralized information flow control that provides (1) a precise specification for its interface, (2) a formal proof that
the interface specification is free of covert channels, and (3) a formal
proof that the implementation preserves noninterference. We have
also applied Nickel to verify isolation in a small OS kernel, NiKOS,
and reproduce known covert channels in the ARINC 653 avionics
standard. Our experience shows that Nickel is effective in identifying
and ruling out covert channels, and that it can verify noninterference
for systems with a low proof burden.
5.1

covert channels in interfaces

Nickel’s main goal is to help developers identify and eliminate covert
channels in the interface of an information flow control system. This
section surveys common examples of covert channels and shows how
to apply noninterference to understand them.
Consider two threads T1 and T2 that are prohibited from communicating as per the information flow policy. What kinds of interface
operations can be exploited by the two threads to collude and bypass the policy (or equivalently, allow an adversarial T2 to infer secret
information from an uncooperative T1 )? As a simple example, if an
operation introduces shared memory locations that both threads can
read and write, then the two threads can use these memory locations
as covert channels to transfer information. Unintended covert channels, however, are often subtle and difficult to spot, as detailed next.
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resource names. Resource names, such as thread identifiers, page
numbers, and port numbers, can be used to encode information. Consider a system call spawn that creates new threads with sequential
identifiers. Thread T2 first spawns a thread with an identifier, say, 3;
the other thread T1 then spawns x times, creating threads with identifiers from 4 to x + 3; and thread T2 spawns another thread, whose
identifier will be x + 3 + 1. In doing so, thread T2 learns the secret x
from T1 through the difference of the identifiers of the two threads it
has created [31, §5].
resource exhaustion. Suppose that the system has a total of
N pages shared by all threads. Thread T1 first allocates N − 1 pages,
and encodes a one-bit secret by either allocating the last page or not.
The other thread T2 then tries to allocate one page and learns the
secret based on whether the allocation succeeds [169, §3]. This covert
channel is effective especially when a resource is limited and can be
easily exhausted.
statistical information. A thread’s world-readable information, such as its name, number of open file descriptors, and CPU and
memory usage, can be used to encode secret data or by adversarial
threads to learn secrets [69, 171]. For example, if thread T1 ’s memory usage is accessible to another thread T2 through procfs or system
calls, T1 could leak a secret x by allocating x pages.
error handling. Error handling is known to be prone to information leakage [20], such as the TENEX password-guessing attack
using page faults [90] and the POODLE attack against TLS [108]. As
an example, consider a system call for querying the status of a page,
which returns -ENOENT if the given page is free and -EACCES if the
page is in use but not accessible by the calling thread. Thread T1 encodes a one-bit secret by allocating a particular page or not; the other
thread T2 queries the status of that page and learns the secret based
on whether the error code is -ENOENT or -EACCES.
scheduling. Suppose an OS kernel uses a round-robin scheduler
that distributes time slices evenly among threads. Thread T1 encodes
a secret by forking a number of threads (e.g., a fork bomb), which
causes the other thread T2 to observe the reduction of time allocated
for itself and learn the secret from T1 ; alternatively, T2 can continuously ping a remote server, which will learn the secret from the time
between pings [169, §9]. Access to only logical time suffices for such
covert channels.
external devices and services. Suppose the system allows
threads to communicate with external devices and services. Thread
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Figure 17: The output of spawn2 changes from 5 in the original trace (first
row) to 4 in the purged trace (second row), indicating a covert
channel. Circles denote states, arrows denote state transitions, left
half-circles denote actions, and right half-circles denote outputs.

T1 can write secret data to the registers of a device, or encode the
secret as the frequency of accessing a device or even through a service
bill [89]; the other thread T2 can then retrieve the secret at a later time
from the same device or service.
mutable labels. Many information flow control systems express
security policies by assigning labels to objects. Label changes complicate such systems and can lead to covert channels [34]. As an example,
consider a system where each thread can be labeled as either tainted
or untainted. The system enforces a tainting policy: a tainted thread
cannot transfer information to an untainted thread without tainting
it. To enforce this policy, the system raises the label of an untainted
thread to tainted when another tainted thread sends data to it. Suppose thread T1 is tainted and thread T2 is untainted. To bypass the
policy, T2 first spawns an untainted helper thread H. T1 encodes a
one-bit secret by choosing whether to send data to taint H, which in
turn chooses to send data to T2 only if it is untainted and do nothing otherwise. In this way, T2 learns the secret from T1 by whether it
receives data from H, without becoming tainted itself [83, §3].
5.1.1 Applying noninterference
Given two threads T1 and T2 that are prohibited from communicating
with each other, noninterference states that the output of operations
in one thread should not be affected by whether operations in the
other thread occur. Now we will show how to apply noninterference
to uncover covert channels.
Take the spawn system call as an example, which returns sequential thread identifiers and introduces a covert channel due to resource
names. Figure 17 illustrates this channel. We denote an action of invoking a system call as a left half-circle spawn and its return value
as a right half-circle 3 . We use different colors to distinguish system
calls from different threads: spawn1 in T1 ; spawn0 and spawn2 in T2 .
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We apply noninterference to uncover the covert channel introduced
by spawn in three steps. First, construct a trace of actions from both
threads, for instance, spawn0 spawn1 spawn2 . Assume that the corresponding return values (i.e., outputs) are 3 4 5 , as spawn sequentially allocates identifiers. Second, to examine possible effects of T1
on T2 , construct a new trace that purges the actions from T1 and retains the actions only from T2 , resulting in spawn0 spawn2 . Third,
replay this purged trace to the system, obtaining a new sequence of
outputs 3 4 . This sequence differs from the original output of the
same actions, which is 3 5 . The change of output in T2 (in particular, the return value of spawn2 ) caused by an action in T1 violates
noninterference, indicating a covert channel with which T1 may transfer information to T2 . On the other hand, with a version of spawn that
does not introduce a covert channel, the outputs of T2 ’s actions in the
purged and original traces would be the same.
One can similarly apply noninterference to uncover the other covert
channels described in this section. The challenge is to find a trace of
actions that manifests the covert channel, and if there are no such
channels, to exhaustively show that no trace violates noninterference.
Nickel automates this task using formal verification techniques, as we
will describe next.
5.2

proving noninterference

This section formalizes the notion of noninterference used in Nickel
and presents the main theorems that enable Nickel to prove noninterference for systems.
First, we address how to specify the intended policy of an information flow control system. The policy is trusted as the top-level specification of the system, which will be used to catch and fix potential
covert channels in both the interface specification and the implementation (Section 5.2.1).
Next, we give a formal definition of noninterference in terms of
traces of actions, which precisely captures whether an interface specification satisfies a given policy (Section 5.2.2).
To prove noninterference for an interface specification, Nickel introduces an unwinding verification strategy that requires reasoning only
about individual actions, rather than traces of actions (Section 5.2.3).
To extend the guarantee of noninterference to an implementation,
Nickel introduces a restricted form of refinement that preserves noninterference (Section 5.2.4). Both strategies are amenable to automated
verification using an SMT solver.
We end this section with a discussion of the limitations of the
Nickel approach (Section 5.2.5).
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5.2.1 Policy
We model the execution of a system as a state machine in a standard
way [138]. A system M is defined as a tuple hA, O, S, init, step, outputi,
where A is the set of actions, O is the set of output values, S is the
set of states, init is the initial state, step : S × A → S is the statetransition function, and output : S × A → O is the output function.
An action transitions the system from state to state. In the context
of an OS, an action can be either a user-space operation (e.g., memory access), or the handling of a trap due to system calls, exceptions,
or scheduling. Each action consists of an operation identifier (e.g.,
the system call number) and arguments. We write output(s, a) and
step(s, a) to denote the output value (e.g., the return value of a system call) and the next state, respectively, for the state s and action a.
Actions are considered to be atomic; for instance, we assume that an
OS kernel executes each trap handler with interrupts disabled on a
uniprocessor system [78].
A trace is a sequence of actions. We use run(s, tr) to denote the state
produced by executing each action in trace tr starting from state s. The
run function is defined as follows:
run(s, ) := s
run(s, a ◦ tr) := run(step(s, a), tr).

Here,  denotes the empty trace, and a ◦ tr denotes the concatenation
of action a and trace tr.
Definition 3 (Information Flow Policy). A policy P for system M is
defined as a tuple hD, ;, Ri, where D is the set of domains, ; ⊆
(D × D) is the can-flow-to relation between two domains, and the
function R : A × S → D maps an action with a state to a domain.
Intuitively, a domain is an abstract representation of the exercised
authority of an action. A policy associates each action a performed
from state s with a domain, denoted by R(a, s); the can-flow-to relation ; defines permitted information flows among these domains.
The goal of a policy is to explicitly specify permitted flows and ensure that any trace of actions, given their specifications, will not lead
to covert channels that enable unintended flows and violate the policy.
Below we show the policies for two example systems. We write
u ; v and u 6; v to mean (u, v) ∈ ; and (u, v) ∈
/ ;, respectively.
Example (Tainting). Consider the label-based system mentioned in
Section 5.1: it has a number of threads, where the label of each thread
is either tainted or untainted. The system enforces a tainting policy
as depicted in Figure 18. The policy permits information flow from
untainted threads to either untainted or tainted threads, and between
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untainted

tainted

Figure 18: The tainting policy: information cannot flow from tainted threads
to untainted threads.

p0
p1

p2

...

pn−1

Figure 19: The isolation policy of NiKOS: information cannot flow between
any two of the regular processes p1 , p2 , . . . , pn−1 (except through
the scheduler p0 indirectly).

two tainted threads, but it prohibits untainted threads from directly
communicating with tainted ones.
For this policy, we designate {tainted, untainted} as the set of domains. The can-flow-to relation consists of the following three permitted flows: tainted ; tainted, untainted ; untainted, and untainted ; tainted.
The R function returns the label of the thread currently running.
NiStar employs a more sophisticated version of this policy using
DIFC (see Section 5.5).
Example (Isolation). Consider a Unix-like kernel with n processes: a
special scheduler process p0 , and regular processes p1 , p2 , . . . , pn−1 .
The system enforces a process isolation policy as depicted in Figure 19, which permits information flows from a process to itself, from
the scheduler to any process, and from any process to the scheduler;
no information flow is permitted between any two regular processes
except indirectly through the scheduler [31].
To specify this isolation policy, we designate the processes {p0 , p1 , . . . , pn−1 }
as the set of domains, where p0 is the scheduler. The can-flow-to relation consists of the permitted flows p0 ; pi , pi ; p0 , and pi ; pi , for
all i ∈ [0, n − 1]. The R function returns the currently running process
as the domain for system call actions, and returns the scheduler p0 as
the domain for context switching actions. NiKOS employs this policy
(see Section 5.6).
We highlight two features in our policy definition (3). First, it allows
the can-flow-to relation ; to be intransitive [138]. For instance, the isolation policy permits processes p1 and p2 to communicate through
the scheduler, but prohibits them from communicating directly with
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sources(, u, s) := {u}
sources(a ◦ tr, u, s) := sources(tr, u, step(s, a)) ∪



{R(a, s)}

∅

if ∃v ∈ sources(tr, u, step(s, a)). R(a, s) ; v

otherwise.

Figure 20: sources(tr, u, s) is the set of domains that are allowed to influence
domain u over a trace tr, starting from state s.
purge(, u, s) := {}
purge(a ◦ tr, u, s) := {a ◦ tr 0 | tr 0 ∈ purge(tr, u, step(s, a))} ∪



∅

if R(a, s) ∈ sources(a ◦ tr, u, s)


purge(tr, u, s)

otherwise.

Figure 21: purge(tr, u, s) is the set of all sub-traces of tr that retain the actions
that are allowed to influence domain u, starting from state s.

each other. In other words, p1 ; p0 and p0 ; p2 do not have to imply
p1 ; p2 , though that would also be accepted by Nickel if it were the
intended policy.
This generality enables Nickel to support a broad range of policies,
as practical systems often need downgrading operations (e.g., intentional declassification and endorsement) [96]. As a simple example, a
system may prefer to have an untrusted application send data to an
encryption program, which in turn is permitted to reach the network,
while the application itself is prohibited from sending data directly
over the network. Such policies require intransitive can-flow-to relations [138, 165].
Second, in classical noninterference [52, 138], the R function is stateindependent (A → D). The definition of R used in Nickel is statedependent (A × S → D). This extension is necessary for reasoning
about many systems in which the domain (i.e., authority) of an action depends on the currently running thread or process [112, 140].
As we will show next, we have developed a definition of noninterference and theorems for proving noninterference that accommodate
this extension.
5.2.2 Noninterference
Given a system and a policy for the system, what kind of action can
violate the policy and introduce covert channels? As described in Section 5.1, to check for noninterference, one can construct a trace of
actions, obtain a purged trace by removing actions from the original
trace as per the policy, and compare the output of the corresponding actions in both traces—any change of output indicates a covert
channel. Below we give a precise definition of noninterference that
captures this intuition, in three steps.
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First, suppose that a system has executed a trace tr to reach the
state ŝ = run(init, tr), and is about to perform action â next. To
construct a purged trace of tr, we need to identify the actions that
the policy permits to influence a domain u and therefore should be
retained in the trace. This set is defined using the sources(tr, u, s)
function shown in Figure 20, which returns the set of domains that
can transfer information to domain u over trace tr from state s, either
directly specified by the can-flow-to relation or indirectly through the
domain of another intermediate action in the trace.
Second, to obtain a purged trace that retains the actions identified
by sources, we define the purge(tr, u, s) function as shown in Figure 21. It returns the set of all sub-traces of tr where each action in
the sources of u from state s has been retained; the actions whose
domains are not identified by sources are optionally removed.
Third, let tr 0 denote a purged trace in the set purge(tr, R(â, ŝ), init);
like other traces in this set, tr 0 is obtained by retaining actions in
trace tr that can transfer information to action â. Now let’s replay
the purged trace tr 0 from the start, resulting in a new state ŝ 0 =
run(init, tr 0 ). If the system satisfies noninterference for the policy,
then invoking â from state ŝ should produce the same output as invoking â from state ŝ 0 .
Formally, we define noninterference as follows:
Definition 4 (Noninterference). Given a system M = hA, O, S, init, step, outputi
and a policy P = hD, ;, Ri, M satisfies noninterference for P if and
only if the following holds for any trace tr, action a, and purged trace
tr 0 ∈ purge(tr, R(a, run(init, tr)), init):
output(run(init, tr), a) = output(run(init, tr 0 ), a).

To ensure that our definition of noninterference is reasonable, we
show two properties of this definition. First, recall that we use a statedependent R function; if R is restricted to be state-independent, that
is, R(a, s) = R(a) holds for any a and s, then our definition reduces
to classical noninterference [138], suggesting that our definition is a
natural extension.
Second, a reasonable definition of noninterference should be monotonic [39]: a system satisfying noninterference for some policy should
also satisfy noninterference for a more relaxed policy in which more
flows are permitted. More formally, given two policies P = hD, ;, Ri
and P 0 = hD, ; 0 , Ri, we say P 0 contains P to mean that any flow permitted by P is also permitted by P 0 (i.e., ; ⊆ ; 0 ). We have proved
the following monotonicity property as a sanity check on our definition of noninterference: if a system M satisfies noninterference for a
policy P, then it also satisfies noninterference for any policy P 0 that
contains P.
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I is a state invariant:
u

I(init) ∧ (I(s) ⇒ I(step(s, a)))

≈ is an equivalence relation:
u

≈ is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive
u

≈ is consistent with R:
u

I(s) ∧ I(t) ∧ s

R(a,s)

≈

t ⇒ R(a, s) = R(a, t)

≈ is consistent with ;:
u

I(s) ∧ I(t) ∧ s ≈ t ⇒ (R(a, s) ; u ⇐⇒ R(a, t) ; u)

output consistency:
I(s) ∧ I(t) ∧ s

R(a,s)

≈

t ⇒ output(s, a) = output(t, a)

local respect:
u

I(s) ∧ R(a, s) 6; u ⇒ s ≈ step(s, a)

weak step consistency:
u

I(s) ∧ I(t) ∧ s ≈ t ∧ s

R(a,s)

≈

u

t ⇒ step(s, a) ≈ step(t, a)

Figure 22: Unwinding conditions. Each formula is universally quantified
over its free variables, such as domain u, action a, and states s
and t.

5.2.3 Unwinding
It is difficult to directly apply 4 to prove noninterference for a given
system and policy, as it requires reasoning about all possible traces.
A standard approach is to define a set of unwinding conditions, which
together imply noninterference but require reasoning only about individual actions. We generalize the classical unwinding conditions
given by Rushby [138] to obtain an unwinding theorem that accommodates our state-dependent dom function and is amenable to automated verification. Proving noninterference using the unwinding theorem requires two extra inputs from developers: a state invariant and
an observational equivalence relation, as described next.
A state invariant I [87] is a state predicate that must hold on all
reachable states (i.e., the set of states produced by running any trace
starting from the init state). The state invariant overapproximates
the set of reachable states, as it may also hold for unreachable states.
If the unwinding theorem holds for states satisfying I, then it holds
for all reachable states of the system. We use this overapproximation
to enable automation: in contrast to reachability, which cannot be expressed in first-order logic, the state invariant can be both expressed
and effectively checked with an SMT solver.
The next input required for the unwinding theorem is an observational equivalence relation ≈ ⊆ (D × S × S). The observational equivalence describes, for each domain, the set of states that appear to that
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domain to be indistinguishable. We write ≈ to mean the binary relation {(s, t) | (u, s, t) ∈ ≈} relating all equivalent states for domain u,
u
and s ≈ t to mean (u, s, t) ∈ ≈.
We then define the unwinding conditions of system M for policy P,
shown in Figure 22, and prove the following unwinding theorem:
Theorem 10 (Unwinding). A system M satisfies noninterference for a
policy P if there exists a state invariant I and an observational equivalence relation ≈ for which the unwinding conditions in Figure 22
hold.
The unwinding theorem obviates the need to reason about traces to
prove noninterference; instead, it suffices to show that the unwinding
conditions hold for each action. This theorem enables Nickel to automate the checking using the Z3 SMT solver (see Section 5.3). Both
the state invariant I and the observational equivalence relation ≈ are
untrusted: any instances that satisfy the conditions are sufficient to
establish noninterference.
We give some intuition behind the unwinding theorem. The first
four conditions are natural: they ask for a reasonable state variant I
u
and observational equivalence relation ≈ (i.e., ≈ should be an equivalence relation and be consistent with the policy). The remaining three
conditions, output consistency, local respect, and weak step consistency,
provide more hints to interface design, as follows. As a shorthand,
we say “objects” to mean individual storage locations in the system
state.
First, the output of an action should depend only on objects that
the domain of the action can read. Restricting the output prevents
an adversarial application from inferring information about system
state via return values, such as the error-handling channel described
in Section 5.1.
Second, if an action attempts to modify an object, the domain of
the action should be able to write to that object, and its new value
should depend only on the old value and objects that the domain
of the action can read. This requirement prevents unintended flows
while updating the system state, such as the resource-name channel
introduced by spawn sequentially allocating identifiers.
Third, if an action attempts to create a new object, that new object
should have equal or less authority than the domain of the action;
similarly, if an object becomes newly readable after an action, then
the domain of the action should have been able to read that object
before the call. These restrictions preclude “runaway” authority—no
action can arbitrarily increase the authority of its domain, or create
an object more powerful than itself.
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5.2.4 Refinement
Refinement is widely used for verifying systems: developers describe
the intended system behavior as a high level, abstract specification
and check that any behavior exhibited by a low level, concrete implementation is allowed by the specification. Refinement allows developers to reason about many properties of the system at the specification
level, which is often simpler than reasoning about the implementation directly.
In our case, it would be ideal to prove noninterference (using the
unwinding theorem) for an interface specification, and extend that
guarantee to an implementation that refines the specification. However, it is well known that noninterference is generally not preserved
under refinement [53, 102]; for example, the implementation may introduce extra stuttering steps that leak information. Nickel supports
a restricted form of refinement over state machines and policies. We
show here that this refinement preserves noninterference as defined
in Section 5.2.2.
Let’s consider the following systems:
• M1 = hA, O, S1 , init1 , step1 , output1 i, and
• M2 = hA, O, S2 , init2 , step2 , output2 i.
These two systems share the set of actions A and the set of outputs O,
but differ in the state spaces, as well as the state-transition and output
functions. One may consider M1 as the specification and M2 as the
implementation. We say that M2 is a data refinement of M1 to mean
that they produce the same output for any trace [65, 87]. Data refinement is particularly useful for verifying systems with a well-defined
interface, such as OS kernels [77].
A standard way to prove data refinement of M1 by M2 is to ask
developers to identify a data refinement relation ∝ ⊆ (S2 × S1 ); we
write s2 ∝ s1 to mean (s2 , s1 ) ∈ ∝. Let I2 denote a state invariant for
M2 . To prove that M2 is a data refinement of M1 , it suffices to show
that the following refinement conditions hold:
• init2 ∝ init1 .
• I2 (s2 ) ∧ s2 ∝ s1 ⇒ step2 (s2 , a) ∝ step1 (s1 , a).
• I2 (s2 ) ∧ s2 ∝ s1 ⇒ output2 (s2 , a) = output1 (s1 , a).
Each formula is universally quantified over s1 , s2 , and a.
Given policies P1 = hD, ;, R1 i and P2 = hD, ;, R2 i for systems
M1 and M2 , respectively, we say that P2 is a policy refinement of P1
with respect to M1 and M2 if and only if the following holds for any
action a and trace tr: R1 (a, run1 (init1 , tr)) = R2 (a, run2 (init2 , tr)).
Here run1 and run2 apply a trace starting from a given state for M1
and M2 , respectively (Section 5.2.2).
With these notions of data refinement and policy refinement, we
have proved the following refinement theorem for noninterference:
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Theorem 11 (Refinement). Given two systems M1 and M2 and policy P for M1 , M2 satisfies noninterference for any policy refinement
of P with respect to M1 and M2 if:
• there exists a state invariant I1 of system M1 and an observational equivalence relation ≈ for which the unwinding conditions of M1 for P hold; and
• there exists a state invariant I2 of system M2 and a data refinement relation ∝ for which the refinement conditions of M1 by
M2 hold.
The refinement theorem enables Nickel to check noninterference
for an implementation by checking the unwinding conditions for the
interface specification and the refinement conditions (see Section 5.3).
As with the unwinding theorem, the state invariants I1 and I2 , the observational equivalence relation ≈, and the data refinement relation ∝
are untrusted for establishing noninterference.
5.2.5 Discussion and limitations
Nickel’s formulation of noninterference falls into the category of intransitive noninterference [138]; in other words, it allows the can-flow-to
relation of a policy to be either transitive or intransitive. As explained
in Section 5.2.1, this flexibility is particularly useful for verifying practical systems, which often require downgrading operations. In addition, unlike classical noninterference, Nickel uses a state-dependent R
function, inspired by the formulation used to verify multiapplicative
smart cards [140] and the seL4 kernel [113].
Nickel extends previous work in the following ways: the formulation supports a general set of policies and systems, which enables
us to verify DIFC in NiStar (Section 5.5) and isolation in NiKOS and
ARINC 653 (Section 5.6); all of its verification conditions for unwinding and refinement are expressible using an SMT solver, enabling
automated verification to minimize the proof burden; and it provides
a restricted form of refinement that preserves noninterference from
an interface specification to an implementation.
Nickel’s formulation of noninterference has the following limitations. It cannot uncover covert channels based on resources that are
not captured in the interface specification, such as timing, sound, and
energy. Modeling the effects of these resources is an orthogonal problem. Recent microarchitectural attacks [19, 80, 98] suggest the need
for new hardware designs and primitives in order to eliminate such
channels [47, 50].
Nickel does not support reasoning about concurrent systems. Concurrency is challenging not just for verification in general, but also
for its implications on noninterference [146, 153]. In addition, Nickel
models systems as deterministic state machines and requires developers to eliminate nondeterminism from the interface design (see
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Figure 23: An overview of development flow using Nickel. Shaded boxes denote files written by system developers and the rest are provided
by the framework. Circled numbers denote the steps. Solid and
dashed arrows denote proof flows in SMT and Coq, respectively.

Section 5.4). This requirement enables better proof automation and
simplifies noninterference under refinement, but it restricts the types
of interfaces that Nickel can verify [119].
Nickel’s can-flow-to relation ; is state-independent, which means
that Nickel cannot reason about dynamic, state-dependent policies [39]
(though state-dependent R functions partially compensate for this
limitation). Moreover, Nickel’s notion of refinement requires the interface specification and the implementation to use the same sets of
actions and domains; this equality is sufficient for verifying systems
like NiStar and NiKOS. Extending Nickel to support dynamic policies
and more flexible refinements [105] would be useful future work.
5.3

using nickel

This section explains how the Nickel framework works and describes
the steps needed to design and verify information flow control systems using Nickel.
Figure 23 depicts an overview of the Nickel framework and the
required inputs from system developers (shaded boxes with circled
numbers). As part of the framework, the unwinding and refinement
theorems (Theorem 10 and Theorem 11) serve as the metatheory for
Nickel. We have formalized and proved both theorems using the Coq
interactive theorem prover [149].
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Developers write the system implementation in C and specify the
rest of the inputs in Python. In particular, the development flow of
using Nickel is the following:
1. Write the intended information flow policy to serve as the toplevel specification of the system.
2. Model the system as a state machine and write a precise specification of each operation in the interface.
3. Construct a state invariant and observational equivalence for
the interface specification, and invoke Nickel to check the unwinding conditions.
4. Implement each operation in the interface.
5. Construct a state invariant for the implementation and data refinement between the interface specification and the implementation, and invoke Nickel to check the refinement conditions.
Nickel extends the specification and verification infrastructure from
Hyperkernel to support reasoning about noninterference. It reduces
all the inputs to SMT constraints—for instance, by performing symbolic execution on the LLVM intermediate representation of the implementation—
and invokes Z3 to verify noninterference by checking the unwinding
and refinement conditions. As with Hyperkernel, the initialization
and glue code of the implementation is unverified.
For verifying noninterference for an interface specification, the trusted
computing base includes the information flow policy, the checker of
unwinding conditions from Nickel, and Z3. For verifying noninterference for an implementation, it further includes the checker of refinement conditions from Nickel and the unverified initialization and
glue code of the implementation.
Below we highlight two features of the development flow using
Nickel.
a simple api for specifying the policy. As described in Section 5.2.1, a policy consists of a set of domains, a can-flow-to relation
over domains, and a R function associating each action in a state with
a domain. Nickel provides a simple and intuitive API for specifying
policies.
As an example, recall the isolation policy in Figure 19: each process pi is a domain; the permitted flows in the system are: p0 ; pi ,
pi ; p0 , and pi ; pi for i ∈ [0, n − 1]. In Nickel, this policy is written
as follows:
class ProcessDomain:
def __init__(self, pid):
self.pid = pid
def can_flow_to(self, other):
# Or is a built-in logical operator
return Or(
self.pid == 0,

# p0 ~> pi

other.pid == 0,

# pi ~> p0
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self.pid == other.pid, # pi ~> pi
)

In addition, the dom function of this policy returns the process currently running by default, or the scheduler p0 for context switching
actions (say, the yield system call):
class State:
current = PidT() # PidT is an integer type
...
def dom(action, state):
if action.name == ’yield’:
return ProcessDomain(0)
else:
return ProcessDomain(state.current)

This is all Nickel needs for the policy of NiKOS (Section 5.6).
Since a policy is the top-level specification of a system and must
be trusted, developers should carefully audit the policy and ensure
that it captures the design intention. We hope that the simple API for
policies provided by Nickel makes auditing easier.
debugging through counterexamples. To verify noninterference for an interface specification, Nickel checks the unwinding
conditions from Theorem 10. If verification fails, Nickel produces a
counterexample that illustrates the violation, including the operation
name, an assignment of the operation arguments and system state(s),
and the offending unwinding conditions.
Counterexamples provide useful information for debugging two
types of failures. First, the violation may be in the interface specification, indicating a covert channel. Developers can use the counterexample to understand the violation and iterate on the interface design
(see Section 5.4 for guidelines) until verification passes. Second, the
state invariant or the observational equivalence may be insufficient to
establish noninterference. Developers can consult the counterexample
to fix these inputs. Debugging the verification of an implementation
follows similar steps.
5.4

designing interfaces for noninterference

We have applied Nickel to verify noninterference in three systems:
NiStar (Section 5.5), NiKOS (Section 5.6), and ARINC 653 (Section 5.6).
While they have different information flow policies, our experience
with these systems suggests several common guidelines for interface
design.
perform flow checks early. In general, operations need to
validate parameters, especially those from untrusted sources (e.g.,
user-specified values in system calls), and return error codes indicat-
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ing the cause of failure. As described in Section 5.1, returning error
codes requires care to avoid covert channels. One simple way to avoid
such channels is to use fewer error codes (or drop error codes altogether), but doing so makes debugging applications difficult.
NiStar addresses this issue by performing flow checks as early as
possible. For example, many system calls need to check whether the
current thread has permission to access specified data. After such
a flow check succeeds, the system call has more liberty to validate
parameters and return more specific error codes without violating
noninterference.
limit resource usage with quotas. Shared resources can
lead to covert channels due to resource exhaustion. Systems may impose a quota on shared resources for each domain to avoid such channels. There are several quota schemes. One simple scheme is to statically assign predetermined quotas to domains; for instance, allowing
processes to allocate only a predetermined number of identifiers for
child processes [31]. However, this scheme limits the functionality of
the system if the quota is too low, and wastes resources if the quota
is set too high.
A more flexible and explicit quota scheme is to organize resources
into a hierarchy of containers [16, 145, 169], where each container has
a quota for resources such as memory and CPU time. A thread can
allocate objects from a container, including creating subcontainers, if
the container has sufficient quota and the policy allows the thread to
access the container. A thread can also transfer quotas between two
containers if the policy allows the thread to access both containers.
NiStar uses containers to manage resources.
partition names among domains. Resource names in a shared
namespace, such as thread identifiers and page numbers, can lead
to covert channels. A per-domain naming scheme partitions names
among domains to eliminate such channels. A classical example is
using hprocess identifier, virtual page numberi pairs to refer to memory pages, effectively partitioning page numbers among processes.
As another example, a system with container-based resource management may use hcontainer identifier, resource identifieri pairs to refer
to resources [169]; a thread may access the resource only if the policy permits it to access the container. Both NiStar and NiKOS employ
per-domain naming schemes.
encrypt names from a large space. Using encrypted names
is an alternative way to address covert channels due to resource names.
Many DIFC systems allocate sequential identifiers for resources, but
return encrypted values to make them unpredictable [37, 84, 169]. This
design technically violates noninterference, but since the identifier
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space is sufficiently large (e.g., 64 bits), the amount of information
that can be leaked through this channel is negligible in practice. However, verifying noninterference for this design would require probabilistic reasoning [83] and complicate the semantics of noninterference [39, §6.4]. We therefore do not use encrypted names for the systems verified using Nickel.
expose or enclose nondeterminism. As mentioned in Section 5.2.5, Nickel does not allow nondeterministic behavior in the
interface specification (for instance, a system call that allocates an unspecified physical page), since doing so would complicate refinement
for noninterference.
There are several options for revising the semantics of such system
calls to eliminate nondeterminism. The first option is to make the
(nondeterministic) decision explicit as a system call parameter, for example, asking user space to decide which page to allocate, similarly
to exokernels [41, 75]. The second option is to ask developers to explicitly describe the behavior (e.g., the allocation algorithm) as part
of the interface specification. This makes the interface specification
less abstract but simplifies the verification of noninterference under
refinement; NiStar uses this option for memory management. The
third option is to enclose the source of nondeterminism below the
interface [56], for example, using virtual addresses to refer to memory pages and removing the use of physical pages from the interface.
NiKOS uses this option.
reduce flows to the scheduler. An OS scheduler is generally associated with a powerful domain, such as in Figure 19. The
scheduler decides and updates which process to run, and other domains usually need to access this information (e.g., to look up the
process currently running), creating inherent flows from the scheduler to other domains. Many scheduling approaches access information about processes to make scheduling decisions, creating flows
from other domains to the scheduler. The combination of these flows
makes the scheduler a powerful domain that two processes might
exploit to communicate.
One way to control this risk is to enforce a stricter policy that prohibits flows to the scheduler. This policy restricts the power of the
scheduler, since it can no longer query state that belongs to other domains. One simple design that satisfies this policy is to use a static,
predetermined schedule [7, 113] that does not need to query the system state for scheduling decisions. NiStar instead satisfies this policy
with a more flexible design: like exokernels [41, 75], it allows applications to allocate time slices to implement dynamic scheduling policies.
Unlike exokernels, NiStar performs flow checks at run time to prevent
these allocations introducing covert channels (see Section 5.5.2).
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5.5

difc in nistar

NiStar is a new OS kernel that supports decentralized information
flow control (DIFC). NiStar’s design is inspired by HiStar [169]: the
kernel tracks information flow using labels and enforces DIFC through
seven object types, and a user-space library implements POSIX abstractions on top of these kernel object types. Unlike HiStar, however,
we have formalized NiStar’s information flow policy and verified
that both its interface specification and implementation satisfy noninterference for this policy. This section describes how we designed
the NiStar interface to eliminate covert channels and used Nickel to
achieve automated verification.
5.5.1 Labels
Like other DIFC systems [51, 84, 135], NiStar uses tags and labels to
track information flow across the system. It follows a scheme used in
DStar [168] and a revised version of HiStar [170]. A tag is an opaque
integer, which has no inherent meaning. For instance, Alice uses tags
tS and tI to represent the secrecy and integrity of her data, respectively. A label is a set of tags. Every object in the system is associated
with a triple of hsecrecy, integrity, ownershipi labels, which we designate as the domain of the object. For instance, Alice labels her files
with h{tS }, {tI }, ∅i.
We use Figure 24 as an example to illustrate how Alice can constrain untrusted applications using labels. Suppose Alice launches a
spellchecker to scan her files; the spellchecker consults a shared dictionary and prints the results (misspelled words) to her terminal. An
updater periodically queries a server through the netd daemon and
keeps the dictionary up to date. Alice trusts her ttyd daemon to declassify data only to her terminal. She trusts neither the spellchecker
nor the updater, which may each be buggy, compromised, or malicious. Alice hopes to achieve the following security goals: (1) neither
the spellchecker nor the updater can modify her files; and (2) her
spellchecked files can not be leaked to the network.
Classical information flow control expresses policies using only secrecy and integrity labels (i.e., ignoring ownership). Given two objects
with domains L1 = hS1 , I1 , O1 i and L2 = hS2 , I2 , O2 i, respectively, it
is safe in the classical model for information to flow from L1 to L2 if
(1) the secrecy of S1 is subsumed by that of S2 and (2) the integrity
of I1 subsumes that of I2 : S1 ⊆ S2 ∧ I2 ⊆ I1 . In other words, a flow
is safe if it neither discloses secrets nor compromises the integrity of
any object. For example, given the label assignment in Figure 24 and
a system enforcing such flow checks, Alice can conclude that her files
will not be modified by the spellchecker or the updater: her files have
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TTY
h∅, ∅, ∅i
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h∅, ∅, {tS }i
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Figure 24: Information flow of a spellchecker and updater. Cloud boxes represent terminal (TTY) and network (NET); rounded boxes represent threads; and rectangular boxes represent data. Each object
is associated with a triple of hsecrecy, integrity, ownershipi labels;
arrows denote the flows of information allowed by these labels.

tI in their integrity labels, but the spellchecker and updater do not,
ruling out flows from them to her files.
The classical model is often too restrictive for practical systems. For
instance, a password checker needs to declassify whether login succeeds to untrusted users; as another example, to output misspelled
words in Figure 24, the spellchecker (with tS in secrecy) needs to
communicate with to Alice’s trusted ttyd (without tS ). Like other
DIFC systems, NiStar supports such intentional downgrading without a centralized authority. It uses the ownership label to relax label
checking for trusted threads, giving them the privilege to temporarily remove tags from secrecy labels (declassification) or add tags to
integrity labels (endorsement), as follows:
Definition 5 (Safe Flow). Information can flow from L1 = hS1 , I1 , O1 i
to L2 = hS2 , I2 , O2 i, denoted as L1 ; L2 , if and only if (S1 − O1 ⊆ S2 ∪ O2 ) ∧
(I2 − O2 ⊆ I1 ∪ O1 ).
This can-flow-to relation is central to NiStar’s information flow policy. L1 ; L2 means that L1 and L2 can combine their ownership to allow the maximum flow from L1 to L2 ; that is, L1 lowers its secrecy to
S1 − O1 and raises its integrity to I1 ∪ O1 , while L2 raises its secrecy
to S2 ∪ O2 and lowers its integrity to I2 − O2 .
Referring to Figure 24, as information can flow from the spellchecker
to Alice’s ttyd given their label assignments, h{tS }, ∅, ∅i ; h∅, ∅, {tS }i,
Alice’s ttyd is able to print out misspelled words. In addition, Alice
can conclude that her files will not be leaked to the network: the
spellchecker cannot directly leak information to the network given its
label assignment. The spellchecker can, however, indirectly write to
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Alice’s terminal only through her ttyd, which she trusts to declassify
data only to the terminal; no other threads in the system are trusted.
This example shows how labels can minimize the amount of application code that must be trusted.
5.5.2 Kernel objects
NiStar provides seven object types:
• labels represent domains of objects;
• containers are basic units for managing resources;
• threads are basic execution units;
• gates provide protected control transfer;
• page-table pages organize virtual memory;
• user pages represent application data; and
• quanta represent time slices for scheduling.
Each object, other than labels, is associated with a domain of hsecrecy, integrity, ownershipi
labels; only threads and gates can have non-empty ownership labels.
The kernel interface consists of a total of 46 operations for manipulating these objects. Each operation performs flow checks among objects
using their labels. NiStar’s design goal is to ensure that the interface
specification satisfies noninterference for the policy given by 5.
NiStar largely follows HiStar’s object types [169], with the following exceptions: it provides a new object type, quantum, for scheduling; and to make the interface finite and therefore amenable to automated verification, it uses fixed-sized page-table pages and user
pages similar to Hyperkernel (Chapter 4) and seL4 [78]. Interested
readers can refer to Zeldovich et al. [170] for details of object types
and label checks; below, we highlight three key differences in NiStar
that close covert channels.
Given L1 = hS1 , I1 , O1 i and L2 = hS2 , I2 , O2 i, we introduce the
following notations for flow checks:
• L1 vR L2 means that L1 can be read by L2 :
(S1 ⊆ S2 ∪ O2 ) ∧ (I2 − O2 ⊆ I1 ).
• L1 vW L2 means that L1 can write to L2 :
(S1 − O1 ⊆ S2 ) ∧ (I2 ⊆ I1 ∪ O1 ).
As a shorthand, we write L2 vR L1 vW L2 to mean that L1 can modify
L2 : (L2 vR L1 ) ∧ (L1 vW L2 ). It is generally difficult for L1 to modify
L2 without receiving any information in return (e.g., error code), and
so this definition includes L1 being able to read L2 . By definition,
L1 vW L3 and L3 vR L2 together imply L1 ; L2 for any L1 , L2 , and L3 ;
we will use this fact below to analyze covert channels. We denote Lx
as the domain of object x.
maintain accurate quotas in containers. Like HiStar, NiStar
manages all system resources in a hierarchy of containers, starting
from a root container created during kernel initialization. Each con-
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tainer maintains a set of quotas, indicating the amount of memory
pages and time quanta it owns. A thread T may allocate an object O
from a container C only if it can modify the container (i.e., LC vR LT vW LC ),
the new object does not exceed the authority of the thread (i.e., LT vW LO ),
and the container has sufficient quota for the object.
NiStar maintains accurate quotas in containers, which differs from
HiStar in two ways. First, NiStar sets the memory quota of the root
container to be number of available physical pages upon booting,
rather than infinity [169, §3.3], avoiding a potential covert channel
due to resource exhaustion. Second, NiStar does not allow an object
to be linked by multiple containers, which would require the kernel
to conservatively charge each container as in HiStar. Instead, each
object is uniquely owned by one container. This design leads to a simpler invariant: for each resource type, the sum of the quotas of each
object in a container equals the total quota of the container.
enforce can-write-to-object on deallocation. In HiStar,
to deallocate an object O from a container C, a thread T must be able
to write to the container, but not necessarily to the object itself. This
relaxed check supports reclaiming zombie objects to which no one
else can write (e.g., those with a unique integrity tag) [167]. However, it leads to a covert channel. Consider a thread T 0 whose domain
permits it to read object O (i.e., LO vR LT 0 ) but prohibits it from receiving information from thread T (i.e., LT 6; LT 0 ). To bypass DIFC,
thread T encodes a one-bit secret by either deallocating object O from
container C or not. T 0 learns the secret by observing whether object O
still exists [169, §3.2], violating noninterference since the label assignment prohibits information flow from T to T 0 .
NiStar enforces a stricter flow check on deallocation by requiring
that thread T can write to object O (i.e., LT vW LO ). With this stricter
check, this covert channel is closed: if thread T 0 can read object O (i.e.,
LO vR LT 0 ), the new check implies that thread T 0 is permitted to receive information from thread T , since LT vW LO and LO vR LT 0 together imply LT ; LT 0 .
NiStar considers reclaiming zombie objects an administrative decision and leaves it to user space. Some systems may consider it legitimate for a user to create objects that no one else can reclaim; since
NiStar enforces accurate quotas, adversarial users cannot create “runaway” zombie objects that exceed their quotas. On the other hand,
a system wishing to reclaim zombie objects can emulate the HiStar
behavior by setting up a trusted garbage collector with a powerful
domain during booting, without baking this requirement into flow
checks in the kernel.
remove flows to the scheduler using quanta. As noted
in Section 5.4, two processes can exploit the scheduler to commu-
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nicate in violation of information flow policy. To close this channel,
NiStar borrows the design of the exokernel scheduler [41] and extends it with label checking. NiStar associates the scheduler with domain h∅, U, ∅i, where U denotes the universal label of all tags. This
domain allows the scheduler to switch to any thread (its universal
integrity allows it to influence any thread it runs) while restricting
it from leaking information (its empty secrecy and ownership prevent it receiving secrets). The resulting scheduler allows applications
to implement more flexible scheduling schemes compared to static
scheduling.
NiStar introduces time quanta to allow the scheduler to make decisions while respecting this label assignment. The system is configured with a fixed number of quanta, each associated with a thread
identifier for scheduling. Like other resources, all quanta are initially
owned by the root container; a thread can move quanta between two
containers only if it can modify both containers. To schedule thread T 0
at quantum Q, thread T writes the identifier of T 0 to Q. Thread T can
perform this write only if it can write to quantum Q (i.e., LT vW LQ ).
To schedule using time quanta, assume that the system delivers an
infinite stream of timer interrupts. Upon the arrival of a timer interrupt, the scheduler cycles through all the quanta in a round-robin
fashion and retrieves the thread identifier T 0 associated with the next
quantum Q. If quantum Q can be read by thread T 0 (i.e., LQ vR LT 0 ),
the scheduler switches to T 0 ; otherwise, it idles.
To see why these flow checks suffice to close the channel, suppose
T is able to schedule T 0 to execute at quantum Q. The checks ensure
LT vW LQ and LQ vR LT 0 , which together imply LT ; LT 0 ; in other
words, the label assignment permits T to communicate with T 0 .
This design closes covert channels arising from logical time. As
mentioned in Section 5.2.5, physical timing is beyond the scope of this
thesis, for which NiStar provides no guarantees of noninterference.
5.5.3 Implementation
To demonstrate that NiStar’s interface is practical, we have built a
prototype implementation for x86-64 processors, and have applied
Nickel to verify that both the interface specification and the implementation satisfy noninterference for the policy given by 5.
To simplify verification, NiStar borrows ideas from previous verified OS kernels. First, like Hyperkernel (Chapter 4), NiStar uses separate page tables for the kernel and user space. It uses an identity
mapping for the kernel address space, sidestepping the complication
of reasoning about virtual memory for kernel code [81]. Second, like
seL4 [78], NiStar enables timer interrupts only in user space and disables them in the kernel. This restriction ensures that the execution
of system calls and exception handling is atomic, avoiding reasoning
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about interleaved executions. Third, NiStar disables all other interrupts and requires device drivers to use polling, a common practice
in high-assurance systems [7, 113].
For user space, we have ported the musl C standard library [1]
to NiStar, running on top of an emulation layer for Linux system
calls. A library implements the abstraction of Unix-like processes
on top of NiStar’s kernel object types, similar to HiStar’s emulation
layer [169]. The file-system service is implemented as a thin wrapper
over containers and user pages, and the network service is provided
by lwIP [35]. Although our current user space implementation is incomplete, it is able to run programs such as a set of POSIX utilities
from Toybox, a web server, and the TinyEMU emulator to boot Linux.
5.6

verifying isolation

Nickel generalizes to information flow control systems beyond DIFC.
This section describes applying Nickel to two such systems: NiKOS
and ARINC 653.
process isolation. NiKOS is a small OS that enforces an isolation policy among processes (Figure 19). The interface of NiKOS mirrors that of a version of mCertiKOS as described by Costanzo, Shao,
and Gu [31]. It consists of seven operations, including spawning a
process, querying process status, printing to console, yielding, and
handling a page fault. Like mCertiKOS, NiKOS imposes a memory
quota on each process and statically partitions identifiers among processes, avoiding covert channels due to resource names and exhaustion (Section 5.4). We implemented a prototype of NiKOS for x86-64
processors and ported user-space applications from mCertiKOS. We
used Nickel to verify that both the interface and implementation satisfy noninterference for the isolation policy. This effort took one author a total of two weeks.
We made one change to the design in order to verify noninterference. In mCertiKOS, the spawn system call creates a new process and
loads an executable file; the specification of spawn models file loading as a no-op, whereas the implementation allocates pages and consumes memory quota [54]. In NiKOS, to match the memory quota
in the specification with that in the implementation, spawn creates an
empty address space and the page-fault handler lazily loads each
page of the executable file instead.
partition isolation. ARINC 653 [7] is an industrial standard
for safety-critical avionics operating systems. It models the system as
a set of partitions and defines an inter-partition communication interface comprising 14 operations. Figure 25 depicts its isolation policy
among partitions: information can flow to a partition only from the
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...
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transmitter

Figure 25: The isolation policy of ARINC 653: information can flow between
the transmitter and each partition pi for i ∈ [1, n] as per a boottime configuration (dashed arrows); it cannot flow between any
two partitions, or from any partition or the transmitter to the
scheduler.

transmitter, the scheduler, and itself. The transmitter forwards messages among partitions as configured at boot time; each dashed arrow
represents a flow that can be independently enabled in the configuration. The scheduler uses a pre-configured fixed schedule, and so does
not require flows from other domains to the scheduler (Section 5.4).
Using Nickel, we formalized the specification of the communication interface based on the pseudocode provided by the ARINC 653
standard. Applying Nickel to verify noninterference for the partition
isolation policy reproduced all three known covert channels first discovered by Zhao et al. [173], which were caused by missing partition
permission checks, allocating identifiers in a shared namespace, and
returning error codes that leak information; verification succeeded
once we fixed these channels. This effort took one author a total of
one week.
5.7

experience

This section reports our experience with using Nickel and reflects
lesson learned during development. Experiments ran on an Intel Core
i7-7700K CPU at 4.5 GHz.
covert channel discussion. To test the effectiveness of Nickel
for detecting covert channels, we injected each of the examples in Section 5.1 into the NiStar interface specification. In each case, Nickel was
able to find a counterexample pointing to the issue. As a concrete example, we switched NiStar’s scheduler to a round-robin one. When
verifying this round-robin scheduler, Nickel failed and produced a
counterexample (Section 5.3).
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Figure 26: A round-robin scheduler leaks background thread behavior
through patterns in logical time; no such pattern is observed in
NiStar.

Figure 26 shows empirical evidence of a covert channel by comparing the NiStar scheduler with the round-robin one. In this experiment,
one process sampled the current (logical) time, while a background
process repeatedly forked and then killed 30 child processes. The measuring process recorded the duration between scheduling points in
terms of number of quanta. With the round-robin scheduler, the gaps
observed by the measuring process vary as the background task forks
and kills its children, creating patterns that indicate the covert channel. With the NiStar scheduler, which is verified using Nickel, the
gaps between scheduling points remain constant regardless of the behavior of the background process. This result suggests that the Nickel
is effective in identifying and proving the absence of covert channels.
development effort using nickel. Figure 27 shows the sizes
of the three systems we verified using Nickel: NiStar, NiKOS, and
ARINC 653. The lines of code for the interface implementations of
both NiStar and NiKOS do not include common kernel infrastructure (C library functions and x86 initialization), and those of the user
space implementations do not include third-party libraries (e.g., musl
and lwIP). The implementation of the Nickel framework is split between the formalization of the metatheory (1,215 lines of Coq) and
the verifier for the unwinding and refinement conditions (3,564 lines
of C++ and Python).
The information flow policies for the three systems are concise compared to the rest of the specification and implementation, indicating
the simplicity of creating policies ranging from DIFC to isolation using Nickel (Section 5.3).
In our experience, the most time-consuming part of the verification process was coming up with an appropriate observational equivalence relation—it was non-trivial to determine which part of the
system state was observable by each domain, and the complexity
increased as the size of the system state and the number of interface operations grew. We found the counterexamples produced by
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Figure 27: Lines of code for the three systems verified using Nickel.

Nickel particularly useful for debugging and fixing observational
equivalence. The specification and verification of NiStar, NiKOS, and
ARINC 653 took one author six weeks, two weeks, and one week,
respectively; as a comparison, implementing NiStar took several researchers roughly six months. This comparison shows that the proof
effort required when using Nickel is low, thanks to its support for
automated verification and counterexample generation.
Using Z3 4.6.0, verifying NiStar, NiKOS, and ARINC 653 on four
cores took 72 minutes, 7 seconds, and 8 seconds, respectively.
lessons learned. Our development of Nickel was guided by
two motives. First, in our previous work on Hyperkernel described
in Chapter 4, we proved memory isolation among processes, but this
did not preclude covert channels through system calls; Nickel extends push-button verification to support proving stronger guarantees about noninterference. Second, we aimed to develop a general
framework that can help analyze and design interfaces not only for
isolation, but also for mechanisms as flexible as DIFC.
While designing Nickel, we spent a total of two months iterating
through several formulations of noninterference before settling on the
one described in Section 5.2. Among these alternatives were classical
transitive noninterference [58] and intransitive noninterference [138],
as well as variants such as nonleakage [112, 119]. As discussed in Section 5.2.5, Nickel’s formulation has the advantage of supporting both
a spectrum of policies and automated verification.

5.8 related work

As Figure 23 shows, Nickel combines both automated and interactive theorem provers: Z3 automates proofs for individual systems,
while the proofs in Coq improve confidence in Nickel’s metatheory.
Similar approaches have been used for the verification of compiler
optimizations [147], static bug checkers [155], and Amazon’s s2n TLS
library [26]. We believe that this combination is an effective approach
to developing verified systems.
5.8

related work

verifying noninterference in systems. Noninterference is
a desirable security definition for operating systems looking to guarantee information flow properties [137]. For example, the seL4 microkernel [78] is proven to satisfy a variant of noninterference for a
given access control policy [112, 113]; a version of mCertiKOS [55]
includes a proof of process isolation [31]; Ironclad [61] proves endto-end guarantees for applications using a form of input and output
noninterference; and Komodo [45] proves noninterference for isolated
execution of software-based enclaves. Noting the difficulty of extending noninterference proofs to concurrent systems, Covern [111] provides a logic for the shared memory setting. Noninterference also has
applications in secure hardware [46, 47], programming languages [96,
148], as well as browsers and servers [70, 131]. Nickel takes inspiration
from these efforts, focusing on formalizations and interface designs
that are amenable to automated verification of noninterference.
difc operating systems. Information flow control was originally envisioned as a mechanism to enforce multi-level security in
military systems [13, 15]. Decentralized information flow control (DIFC)
additionally allows applications to declare new classifications [114,
115]. The design of NiStar was influenced by prior DIFC operating
systems [24, 37, 84, 135, 169], particularly HiStar and Flume.
HiStar [169, 170] enforces DIFC with a small number of types of
kernel objects. All label changes in HiStar are explicit, closing the
covert channel in Asbestos due to implicit label changes [37]. NiStar’s
design draws from HiStar, using a similar set of kernel object types,
but adapted to close remaining covert channels and enable automated
verification.
Flume [84] is a DIFC system built on top of the Linux kernel. Building on top of an existing kernel makes porting easier, but expands
Flume’s TCB. Flume’s design has a pen-and-paper proof [83] of noninterference for a single label assignment, modeled using Communicating Sequential Processes [66]; a more general formalization of
Flume is given by Eggert [38]. NiStar takes this effort a step further,
with the first noninterference proof of both the interface and implementation of a DIFC OS kernel.
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reasoning about information flows for applications.
Assigning DIFC labels for applications is a non-trivial task. To help
application developers, Asbestos offers a domain-specific language [36]
for generating label assignments from high-level specifications. The
SWIM tool [59] generates label assignments from lists of prohibited
and allowed flows, and has been further extended using synthesis
techniques [60]. These tools can benefit from a precise specification of
the DIFC framework they use to implement policies for, such as the
one provided by NiStar.
5.9

conclusion

Nickel is a framework for designing and verifying information flow
control systems through automated verification techniques. It focuses
on helping developers eliminate covert channels from interface designs and provides a new formulation of noninterference to uncover
covert channels or prove their absence using an SMT solver. We have
applied Nickel to develop three systems, including NiStar, the first
formally verified DIFC OS kernel. Our experience shows that the
proof burden of using Nickel is low. We believe that Nickel offers
a promising approach to the design and implementation of secure
systems. All of Nickel’s source code is publicly available at https:
//unsat.cs.washington.edu/projects/nickel/.

6

R ATAT O S K R : F U T U R E W O R K A N D P R E L I M I N A R Y
R E S U LT S O N P U S H - B U T T O N V E R I F I C AT I O N O F
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

This chapter describes preliminary and future work on push-button
verification of distributed systems.
Designing and building systems for failure is crucial to ensure reliable operation and availability when the inevitable happens: hardware fails or software bugs take down part of the system. A common
approach to providing robustness against failures is through state machine replication [88, 143]. The idea is to implement the systems as a
deterministic state machine and run it on multiple nodes to provide
the desired level of redundancy. As long as a majority of the nodes
are live, the system remains available. An essential requirement for
such systems is consensus: for all the nodes to compute the same output, they must agree on the sequence of inputs. However, distributed
systems can exhibit a significant degree of nondeterminism due to
network semantics and failures. This nondeterminism makes the protocol hard to reason about and implement correctly. Protocol and implementation bugs in distributed systems are notoriously hard to find
and reproduce and a common cause of data loss, inconsistencies, or
service unavailability [163].
This chapter presents Ratatoskr: a protocol specification and proof
of correctness for the Disk Paxos algorithm [48]. Disk Paxos is a
variant of Paxos [86], a widely used algorithm for achieving consensus. We have verified that the Ratatoskr protocol specification correctly achieves consensus, using the Z3 automated theorem prover.
The Ratatoskr proof uncovered a bug in the algorithm as described
by Gafni and Lamport [48].
We leave refining the protocol to a working implementation as future work.
6.1

overview and background

This section provides an overview of the Ratatoskr verification, a
quick overview of the Disk Paxos algorithm, and how Ratatoskr models it.
disk paxos Disk Paxos [48] is a variant of the Paxos [86] algorithm
achieving consensus on multiple nodes for fault tolerance. Disk Paxos
uses two types of nodes: processor nodes and disk nodes. Processor
nodes process requests and execute the state machine but store no
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persistent state. In contrast, disk nodes perform no computation, only
providing persistent for the processor nodes.
The Disk Paxos algorithm tolerates non-Byzantine failures. A processor can pause for an arbitrarily long time or crash, losing all its
volatile state. Disks may become inaccessible to some or all processors, but it may not lose writes it has acknowledged. The algorithm
remains live, processing requests as long as a majority of disks and
at least one processor node is up.
Similar to Paxos, Disk Paxos commits a single value at a time.
To commit a sequence of values (e.g., the sequence of inputs to a
replicated state machine) multiple separate instances of the algorithm
are used. Below we describe a single instance of Disk Paxos. Processor nodes store the triple hmbal, bal, inpi and each disk stores
hmbal, bal, inpi for every processor node. For a processor p, mbal represents the current ballot number, bal is the largest ballot number it
has entered phase 2, and inp is the value p tried to commit with bal.
The Disk Paxos algorithm transitions through 4 phases. Each phase
is briefly described below.
phase 0. A processor reads its state from a quorum of disks blocks,
recovering any state it may have lost during a failure.
phase 1. A processor proposes to commit an input with a new ballot number by writing to a quorum of disks and reading the
corresponding disk block for every other processor. If a processor reads a block with a larger ballot (mbal) number, it aborts
and retries with a larger number.
phase 2. A processor tries to commit an input with the ballot number from the previous phase by writing the input associated
with the highest ballot number seen in phase 1, or the user supplied value if no other input was seen. After writing to a quorum of disks, and reading every other processor’s blocks from
a quorum of disks without seeing a larger ballot number, the
processor can transition to phase 3.
phase 3. The processor has either committed a new value or learned
of previously committed value.
verification Our goal is to create a specification that captures
the Disk Paxos protocol and to prove its correctness: that it achieves
consensus. We leave as future work to implement the protocol and
prove that it refines the specification.
The verification of Ratatoskr proves the following theorem:
Theorem 12 (Ratatoskr consistency). If a processor node in Ratatoskr
commits a value v for some instance i, then every value committed in
i by any processor equals v.

6.2 proving consistency

We write the specification of the Disk Paxos protocol in a subset of
the Python programming language, which can be compiled to SMT
expressions and sent to the Z3 [109] solver. Next, we describe our
execution model and formalize our definition of consistency.
6.2

proving consistency

The Ratatoskr verifier models the system M as a state machine. State
transitions occur when a processor application invokes any defined
operation in the Ratatoskr interface.
Formally we define
M = hP, D, SP , SD , A, V, I, init, step, outputi
where P is the set of processor nodes; D is a set of disk nodes; SP
is the set of processor states; SD is the set of disk states; A is the set
actions; V is a set of input values; I is a set of instances; init : SP × SD
is the initial processor and disk states; step : P × (SP × SD ) × A →
SP × SD is the transition function, taking a processor, processor and
disk states, an instance, and an action, and providing a new processor
and disk state; and finally output : P × SP × I → V ∪ {⊥} outputs
the value learned by processor in a particular instance, or a special
bottom value.
A predicate is invariant over a state machine if it always holds for
any execution of the system starting in the initial state. Formally, we
define it as follows
Definition 6 (Invariant). We say that a predicate I is invariant for a
system hP, D, SP , SD , A, V, I, init, step, outputi if I(init) and
∀p, s, d, a. I((s, d)) ⇒ I(step(p, (s, d), a))
To check consistency of Ratatoskr, the verifier ensures that once a
value has been committed for some instance, it must stay committed
and a different value may never be committed for that instance. Given
a relation chosen : SP × SD × I × V, relating a system state and instance
number to a value v; we say that v is chosen, and that the system
respects the relation if the following condition holds:
• ∀s, d, i, v1, v2.
chosen((s, d), i, v1) ∧ chosen((s, d), i, v2) ⇒ v1 = v2
• ∀p, s, d, i, a, v.
chosen((s, d), i, v) ⇒ chosen(step(p, (s, d), a), i, v)
That is, no two different values can be chosen at the same time, and
if a value is chosen in some state, then it will be always be chosen (no
state transition changes the chosen value).
We now define consistency as follows
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Definition 7 (Consistency). We say that a system
M = hP, D, SP , SD , A, V, I, init, step, outputi
is consistent if there exists an invariant I for M, a relation
which M respects and

chosen

for

∀p, s, d, i. o = ⊥ ∨ chosen((s, d), i, o)
where o = output(p, s, i)
6.3

verifying ratatoskr

The Ratatoskr verifier proves Theorem 12 by requiring the developer
to supply a chosen relation and specification invariants that satisfy
Definition 7, ensuring that if any processor outputs value o in some
state, then o must also be chosen. Consequently, given that the system
respects chosen, no two processors can output different values at the
same time, nor can the output value ever change.
Next we describe how Ratatoskr models the Disk Paxos algorithm
for automated verification, the state, the set of protocol operations
defined in the Ratatoskr interface, and the invariants proved.
the ratatoskr state Ratatoskr models the Disk Paxos state using uninterpreted functions and six uninterpreted sorts: Ballot, Instance, Value, Proc (processor id), Disk (disk id) and Quorum. Designating a special ⊥ of type Value to mean no value. Phase is a bitvector
between 0 and 3. The full Ratatoskr state is shown in Figure 28.
Ratatoskr makes only two assumptions about those types. First, a
correctness requirement for Disk Paxos is that each node produces
unique and increasing ballot numbers. This is commonly achieved
by labeling each processor with a unique value between 1 and n,
where n is the number of processes. Each processor then increases
their ballot number by n. Ratatoskr instead axiomatizes a total order
and a set partition on Ballot (a cell for each processor), allowing any
implementation. Second, Ratatoskr axiomatizes a relation member :
Disk × Quorum such that for every pair of quorum, there exists a disk
that is a member of both.
quantifier elimination Ratatoskr explicitly keeps track of the
read/write quorum for each process as they transition through the
phases of the algorithm, requiring processor nodes to explicitly pass
in the read/write quorum to transition to the next phase. This reduces quantifier alternations in our queries (i.e., it removes the need
for existential quantification of quorums by naming them explicitly
instead), making verification significantly faster.

6.3 verifying ratatoskr

Processor state:
proc_mbal : Proc → Instance → Ballot
proc_bal : Proc → Instance → Ballot
proc_input : Proc → Instance → Value
proc_output : Proc → Instance → Value
proc_phase : Proc → Phase
Disk state:
disk_mbal : Disk → Proc → Instance → Ballot
disk_bal : Disk → Proc → Instance → Ballot
disk_input : Disk → Proc → Instance → Value
Global ghost state:
quorum : Proc → Instance → Phase → Quorum
chosen : Instance → Value
Figure 28: The Ratatoskr state, composed of three records. One for the processors, one for the disks and a global ghost state.
get_phase(instance)
get_self_id()
get_num_procs()
get_num_disks()
phase0_request_read(instance, disk)
phase0_end(instance, quorum)
phase1_start_ballot(instance)

phase1_request_read(instance, disk, proc)
phase1_request_write(instance, disk)
phase1_end(instance, quorum, value)
phase2_start_ballot(instance)
phase2_request_read(instance, disk, proc)
phase2_request_write(instance, disk)
phase2_end(instance, quorum)
phase3_get_output(instance)

Figure 29: Complete interface for Ratatoskr.

operations Ratatoskr exposes a total of 15 operations. These operations are invoked by processor nodes and drive the consensus
protocol. Most of those operations, 10 in total, transition an instance
through each of the four phases of the Disk Paxos algorithm. Each
phase has a set of operations enabled to move the protocol forward.
Disabled actions are treated as a NO-OP, leaving the state unchanged.
The full set of operations is shown in Figure 29.
invariants The Ratatoskr verifier checks a total of 39 invariants
for each of the operations in Ratatoskr. Z3 is unable to directly prove
the invariants described by Gafni and Lamport [48], requiring substantial changes. The two main changes are summarized next. First,
Ratatoskr uses uninterpreted functions as a core primitive, requiring additional invariants compared to sets. Second, a deep nesting
of quantifier alternations caused timeouts. So to scale verification,
Ratatoskr explicitly names quorums, eliminating the need for nested
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existential quantifiers, adding additional invariants relating read and
write sets to the quorum function in the global state.
Together, the Ratatoskr invariants imply Definition 7, concluding
the proof of Theorem 12.
6.4

evaluation & discussion

bug discovered During the verification of Ratatoskr Z3 produced
a counterexample representing a bug in the specification–specifically
that a process could override an already committed value under subtle conditions. This bug carried over into our specification from Figure 1 of Gafni and Lamport [48]. The problem is in the phase 0 recovery, allowing a processor to override an already committed, violating
consistency.
From the Z3 counterexample, we deciphered a trace of actions triggering the bug, described next. Assume we have a single processor
node and three disks, all zero initialized, as shown below. Recall that
we denote no input using ⊥.
tempSet
dblock

1

2

3

mbal

0

0

0

0

bal

0

0

0

inp

⊥

⊥

⊥

Disks
1

2

3

mbal

0

0

0

0

bal

0

0

0

⊥

inp

⊥

⊥

⊥

The table on the right captures the disk states, while the table on
the left shows the processor state, dblock. The temporary reading set
maintained by the processor, tempSet, is shown next to dblock.
At this stage, the processor has executed phase 0 recovery, assigning dblock to a value from tempSet with the largest mbal. Next, the
processor node executes phase 1, using ballot number 3. Disks 2 and
3 become unavailable and only disk 1 accepts the phase 1 writes.
tempSet
dblock

1

2

3

mbal

3

0

0

0

bal

0

0

0

inp

⊥

⊥

⊥

Disks
1

2

3

mbal

3

0

0

0

bal

0

0

0

⊥

inp

⊥

⊥

⊥

Suppose now that the processor crashes, and disk 1 becomes unavailable. During recovery, the processor node reads disks 2 and 3,
which constitute a quorum. Recovering the following state (here ’-’
represents uninitialized state):
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tempSet
dblock

1

2

3

mbal

0

-

0

0

bal

0

-

0

inp

⊥

-

⊥

Disks
1

2

3

mbal

3

0

0

0

bal

0

0

0

⊥

inp

⊥

⊥

⊥

With disk 1 unavailable, the processor now successfully goes through
phases 1 and 2 using disks 2 and 3, commiting value v with ballot number 2 (which is larger than 0, the largest mbal value in its
tempSet).
tempSet
dblock

1

2

3

mbal

2

-

0

0

bal

2

-

0

inp

v

-

⊥

Disks
1

2

3

mbal

3

2

2

0

bal

0

2

2

⊥

inp

⊥

v

v

After successfully committing v, the processor node crashes, and
disk 1 becomes available again. This time, during recovery, the processor recovers the following state:
tempSet
dblock

1

2

3

mbal

3

3

2

2

bal

0

0

2

inp

⊥

⊥

v

Disks
1

2

3

mbal

3

2

2

2

bal

0

2

2

v

inp

⊥

v

v

Critically, the processor updated its dblock using the values from
disk 1, as it has the largest mbal value. From here, it proceeds to phase
2 committing a new value, overriding v in violation of consistency.
The correct behavior is setting dblock to the block in tempSet with the
largest bal value, instead of the largest mbal value, separately keeping
track of the mbal value. The final dblock should then have the largest
mbal value seen while bal and inp should be equal to the block in
tempSet with the largest bal (in the example above, dblock should be
h3, 2, vi).
The TLA+ specification shown in the appendix of Gafni and Lamport [48] correctly picks the block with the maximum bal value, instead of the maximum mbal value.
push-button verification of protocols Verifying distributed
protocols such as Disk Paxos is non-trivial, even with a high-degree
of automation. The reason is their correctness relies on a large number of invariants that need to be established, which requires manual
work. Nonetheless, high degree of automation as in Ratatoskr is still
valuable and counterexamples are useful for debugging. Z3 sometimes fails to come up with counterexamples when trying to prove
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complicated invariants with a large number of quantifiers. Temporarily reducing system parameters such as the number of processors
and disks helps Z3 construct counterexamples. These counterexamples proved invaluable for debugging and helping with the discovery
of missing invariants. Once the bugs have been fixed or missing invariants added, Z3 verifies the system successfully.
limitation There are several limitations to Ratatoskr. For one,
there is no verified implementation. Refining the protocol specification to an implementation is future work. Additionally, although it
guarantees consistency of committed values, Ratatoskr does not guarantee that a value can ever be committed (i.e., Ratatoskr does not
prove liveness [62]).
6.5

related work

machine checked proofs of consensus protocols IronFleet [62] is a system for building and verifying distributed systems,
built using the Dafny [93] verifier. Using IronFleet the authors built
IronKV, a distributed key value store, and IronRSL, an implementation of Paxos with a machine checked proof that it satisfies both its
safety specification as well as liveness.
Verdi [156] takes another approach to building distributed systems
by use of system transformers. Verdi is built using the Coq [149] theorem prover. Verdi developers write and verify their implementation
in Coq, and then apply a system transformer to the system transforming it into an equivalent implementation that is safe in a different environment. One of the system transformers Verdi supports is a Raft
transformer, which adds replication for fault tolerance.
Both of these systems use higher-order and undecidable logic to
specify and express complex protocol and implementation properties. Compared to Ratatoskr, they therefore require a large amount
of manual effort in proof writing. IronFleet extends the verification
properties to the application state machine, which neither Ratatoskr
nor Verdi does. Ratatoskr has no proof of liveness.
In all cases the top level proof ensures a strict-serializble execution
of commands: that the state machine acts as if it were executed sequentially on a single machine.
protocol proofs Jaskelioff and Merz [71] specified and proved
the correctness of the Disk Paxos protocol using the Isabelle interactive theorem prover. The Isabelle specification closely matches the
TLA+ specification described by Gafni and Lamport [48].

6.6 conclusion

6.6

conclusion

Ratatoskr is a specification of the Disk Paxos consensus protocol with
a proof of correctness for consensus. Our experience shows that specifying and verifying complex protocol is feasible with push-button
verification. Although coming up with the necessary invariants still
requires substantial amount of manual efforts which are not be automated, counterexamples are immensely useful for discovering missing invariants. The verification of Ratatoskr uncovered a bug in the
Disk Paxos algorithm as described by the original paper.
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This chapter discusses and documents experiences building the pushbutton verified systems outlined in this dissertation and reflects on
some of the different design decisions and techniques used.
7.1

choice of memory and data encoding

Scaling push-button verification of systems requires an efficient memory model, one that is faithful to the system while generating constraints that are easy on the solver. A disparity between the memory
model and the access pattern used by the implementation results in
additional constraints generated due to conversion between the encodings, adding more work for the verifier. For instance, if the verifier
represents memory as a one-dimensional array of bytes, then writing
a 64-bit word to memory requires a total of 8 extracts and write operations, one for each byte in the word. Since verification performance
is often dependent on the number of operations performed, this amplification can lead to verification bottlenecks.
We tried a number of different disk models for Yggdrasil in our initial prototype, most of which were unsuccessful as they did not scale.
One such approach modeled the disk as an array of 4096-bit bitvectors, requiring a large number of extractions and concatenations, leading to timeouts in the solver. The disk model we decided on was scalable by carefully matching the implementation with minimal such
conversion. A disk is a flat array of blocks, indexed by a 64-bit block
index, where each block consists of 512 64-bit bitvectors. Because the
implementation usually reads and writes 64-bit aligned words, this
memory model is both efficient for verification and execution.
Our experience with the memory model in Yggdrasil influenced
our decision to used a set of disjoint typed memory arrays in Hyperkernel, which require no data conversion for memory access since all
accesses to a particular region are always of the same type. Nickel
used a combination of the 64-bit field model from Yggdrasil and the
typed pages from Hyperkernel.
While these memory models are efficiently solvable in practice and
sufficiently expressive for our systems described in this thesis, they
have several limitations. Reasoning about symbolic pointers is, in general, not supported, and all accesses within a memory region have to
be of the same size (e.g., byte addressing and word addressing the
same region in memory is not supported). For these reasons, the verifier is unstable and hard to work with, especially as the system size
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grows. Relatively simple changes to the implementation, or a change
in LLVM optimizations, would break the verification by generating
unsupported memory accesses, requiring a patchwork of fixes. If we
were to redesign the verifier from scratch, we would instead opt for
a more robust memory model, such as the one in Serval as described
by Nelson et al. [116].
7.2

validation

Validation [123, 139, 144] is a technique that we used both in Yggdrasil
(Chapter 3) and Hyperkernel (Chapter 4). The key idea is that instead
of verifying the functional correctness of an algorithm or data structure, we instead verify a validator. The validator is much simpler to
verify, and it checks the output of the algorithm. The checker halts
the system if the unverified component produces an unexpected outcome. While this is safe, it produces weaker guarantees compared to
full verification, effectively trading verification guarantees for verification simplicity. The distinction is that validation can guarantee that
the system does not produce incorrect output; it cannot guarantee
that it produces correct output.
Yggdrasil uses validation for the block allocation algorithm, directory reference counters, and directory entry lookup. All of these components either required a loop or a linked structure, making them
hard to verify. Initially, we were unsure that it would be feasible
to prove their correctness in a push-button fashion. Since their functional correctness was not critical to our primary goal, atomic crash
safety, we found the use of validation to be an acceptable balance to
strike.
In contrast, Hyperkernel makes heavy use of reference counters,
and their correctness is critical to the safety of the kernel. Consequently, validation was less than ideal, and we were motivated to find
a suitable encoding to verify reference count correctness efficiently.
Before deciding on the encoding described in Section 4.2.3, our initial
attempt to encode reference counters was a naïve inductive definition, defining refcnt(n) in terms of refcnt(n-1). This naïve encoding
worked for small memory but led to timeouts as we increased its size,
making the encoding inadequate for any non-trivial system.
Similarly, both Yggdrasil and Hyperkernel use validation for page
allocation. Hyperkernel allocates pages via trap handlers taking the
desired page number as an input; the kernel then validates that the
page number is available. This design ensures that the allocator never
reuses a page that is in use but does not guarantee full utilization
of all free pages. There are two issues with this design, making it
unsuitable for NiStar. First, it exposes metadata to the user, which
is exploitable as a communication channel. For example, process p
can communicate a secret bit to process q by deciding to allocate a
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page or not. Then, q scans the metadata to see if p has performed
the allocation, learning the secret bit. Second, even if the metadata
was not exposed, and the allocator was in the kernel using validation
as Yggdrasil does, the weaker validation property introduces a subtle
bidirectional flow between all processes and the allocator, and therefore transitively between all processes. To see why, consider a simple
off-by-one bug in the allocator, causing it never to allocate the last
available page. Now, even if a process that has sufficient quota tries
to allocate a page, it may get an error condition from the allocator
depending on the actions of other running processes. Since NiStar
can not take advantage of validation for allocation, we developed a
reusable library for efficiently encoding ordered sets (implemented
as a linked list) for verification, which the kernel uses to manage allocation decisions while controlling information flow.
Validation can be an effective technique to simplify verification,
but it is by no means a silver bullet since the resulting guarantees
are weaker compared to functional verification. If we were to reimplement Yggdrasil, we would probably rely less on validation, and
instead strengthen our top-level guarantees by using similar encodings as Hyperkernel and NiStar for reference counting and linked
lists.
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CONCLUSION

Modern applications rely on systems software for their security, robustness, and reliability. This dissertation argues that by treating automated verification as a first-class design goal and co-designing it
with verification, it is possible to build correct systems with a substantially reduced developer burden. In support of this, we presented
four case studies, Yggdrasil, Hyperkernel, Nickel and Ratatoskr. Yggdrasil presents crash-refinement, a new definition of file system correctness that is amenable to efficient SMT solving and presents several techniques to scale up automated verification to full file systems, including stacking of abstractions and the separation of data
representations. We described Hyperkernel, an OS kernel formally
verified with a high degree of proof automation and low proof burden by applying the finite interface design. We also built Nickel, a
framework for designing and verifying information flow control systems through automated verification techniques. Nickel helps developers eliminate covert channels from the interface design. Additionally, Nickel presents a new formulation of noninterference and the
meta-theory for its unwinding strategy, decomposing a complicated
noninterference specification to make it amenable to automated verification. Finally, we presented Ratatoskr, a specification and proof of
correctness for the Disk Paxos algorithm in a push-button fashion.
Our experience building these systems shows that the proof burden
is low and that through formal verification we can prevent common
bugs found in low-level systems software. Push-button verification
is a trade-off between generality and automation, and we have developed several techniques to achieve full automation for common
programming patterns found in low-level systems software.
While much work remains to explore the limits of the push-button
approach, we believe this is a promising direction for future system
designs and that co-designing systems with proof automation provides strong guarantees while minimizing manual effort.
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